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ABSTRACT
THE DYNAMIC CONTROL PLATFORM: REINVENTING
THE WHEEL, ONE LEG AT A TIME
by
Angel Javier Solis
Sarah L. Harris, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Upright bipedal walking is a complex balance of forces and actions that is almost taken
for granted. How this system is modeled, how it affects a prosthesis, and how it can be
implemented in the real world are topics that the proposed Dynamic Control Platform aims to
address.
The Dynamic Control Platform (DCP) is a bipedal robot designed to test bio-inspired
control algorithms with the aim to smooth out the walking experience for prosthetic legs. The
main control paradigm that the DCP centers on the principle of orthogonal constraint, which
aims to enforce a perpendicular relationship between the center of mass velocity and the
ground reaction force so that mechanical cost is minimized.
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The DCP is a circular hub with six ankles/feet equally distributed around the wheel. It is
designed so that at most two of its ankles are touching the ground at any time, as in human
walking. However, the ankles rotate around the central hub to eliminate the need for swinging
of the leg – which simplifies the design and allows the focus to remain on control of the ankles.
The ankles are controlled by a custom built motor controller which allows for servo-like angular
control of a DC motor. The encoder counting, which allows for precise angular control, is
completed by small microcontrollers, with one microcontroller dedicated to each ankle. This
frees the main microcontroller to process incoming data and to enforce the desired control
algorithms for walking.
In order to enforce the principle of orthogonal constraint – keeping center of mass force
and velocity vectors parallel or nearly parallel, the robot needs to measure its force and
velocity. To do so, we designed and built a force sensing trackway. The trackway converts
sensed voltages into forces and transmit those wirelessly to the robot. The connection between
the robot and the trackway is necessarily wireless because the robot must be able to move
freely along the trackway and any contact with the ground must be sensed through the
trackway.
The DCP can be used in the future to examine various ankle torque profiles for a
powered prosthesis and the force trackway can be used to verify if the ankle profile has smooth
redirections during each stride. This would allow researchers to hone in on desired ankle
movement profiles without the need for human trials until much later in the process. These
profiles, in turn, would help make the usage of prosthetic legs more comfortable and efficient
for the wearer.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Bipedal human walking is a difficult task for robots. Humans are constantly balancing tradeoffs between speed, stability, force, and velocity which allow us to stay upright while moving
forward – all while trying to minimize the cost of these actions. Although we do not consciously
calculate equations during this process, underlying equations and principles are guiding our
every step. What these exact equations are and how they can be incorporated into a model are
all questions the biomechanics and robotics communities have been attempting to answer for
decades. To test these walking models, robots are built and used as proxies for people. Some of
these robots are extremely specialized and usually have multiple degrees of freedom in their
movement, which allows that movement to be much more complex. This can lead to issues in
control as multiple degrees of freedom must be actuated and monitored. Another method to
making a walking robot is to limit the degrees of freedom so that it has only a few actuation
points and then to focus on the control of those points. This strategic discipline of focusing on
the foot-ankle actuation is the underlying design principle of the Dynamic Control Platform
(DCP), which aims to test various walking models and improve the future of both robotic and
prosthetic interfaces.
There is a place where the world of humanoid robots and humans meet and that is in the
design and implementation of prosthetic limbs. Powered prosthetic limbs have a similar
implementation to robots with the key difference being human control. Having the wearer’s
actions dictate the movement of the robotic limb is the main goal of powered prosthetics.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Before building a robot to mimic animal locomotion, one must first understand animal
locomotion. One key mechanism that biomechanists have used for centuries to understand
animal locomotion is to measure the animal’s dynamics during a given gait [1, 2]. A gait typically
consists of foot fall patterns, timing, and duty cycle. A stride is a complete sequence of these
foot fall patterns that is usually symmetrical [1]. For example, a bipedal walking gait can be
categorized by its alternating foot pattern, the length of the stride, the time between the foot
falls, and the duty cycle – how long each leg is in contact with the ground. For example,
although both human walking and running both exhibit the same foot contact pattern with the
ground (alternate feet contact the ground), we can use the duty cycle to distinguish walking
from running. Specifically, walking usually exhibits a duty cycle (foot-ground contact) of greater
than 50% of the stride, while running has a less than 50% duty cycle [1, 2].
Unfortunately, even considering these various stride characteristics, it can still prove
difficult to distinguish gaits. For example, consider the gaits of small birds. Some small birds blur
the lines between walking and running [2]. That is, they exhibit forms of both walking and
running where their feet contact the ground for similar periods of time, so duty cycle cannot be
used to distinguish gait. Frequency of foot falls and patterns can also result in incorrect gait
analysis.
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Because of these disparities, examining how ground reaction forces acting on the center
of mass (CoM) govern locomotion has been used as a guiding principle [2]. The CoM of a
bipedal animal oscillates up and down when walking. The CoM is at its highest point in the
stride (cycle) during single stance – that is, when a biped has only a single limb in contact with
the ground. Double stance, when the CoM reaches its lowest point, is when both feet are on
the ground. How bipeds decide to transition between each stance can be seen as an
optimization problem.
One goal of both humans and robots is to move while attempting to be as energy
efficient as possible. To measure the cost of locomotion, biomechanists use a metric called the
cost of transport (CoT). This metric was developed using dimensional analysis and is given by
the following equation:

P is the power used in the system, m is the mass of the object being measured, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, and v is the velocity. Since CoT is based on an animal’s or robot’s
weight and speed, it means that CoT is dimensionless and can be used to compare two moving
objects regardless of size or speed, allowing researchers to compare small and large animals
and robots. Another example of a dimensionless unit often used to compare moving objects is
the Froude number. The Froud number is found using the following equation:
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L is the characteristic length. Froude number is a measure of velocity which is normalized by the
animal/robot’s leg length. For example, a Froude number of 0.1 could mean an animal with
height of 0.5 m moving at 0.22 m/s or an animal that is 1 m tall moving at 0.32 m/s. Using the
Froude number allows for comparing animals of varying sizes and leg length.

WALKING MODELS
Various models have been developed for analyzing walking gaits, most notably the
linear inverted pendulum (LIP), spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP), and the orthogonal
constraint models. Each of these models will be described in this section. Each of the methods
models the subject as a point mass with oscillating legs [2, 3]. This allows the user to ignore any
rotations that occur about the CoM. When a human walks, one foot is creating a braking force
and the other a propulsive force [2]. The braking foot is the leading foot and acts as an
anchoring point for the body’s next movement. The trailing foot is the propulsive foot as it adds
energy into the system to vault over the anchoring point.

LINEAR INVERTED PENDULUM MODEL
One of the earliest walking models is the Linear Inverted Pendulum model (LIP). The LIP
model treats the portion of the stride in which the CoM is vaulting over the braking foot as an
inverted pendulum. This would mean that work is not done during single stance but in the
transition from single to double stance [4]. This is because a pendulum does not need to do
work in order to continue along its arc, and so work would only be done to transition from one
4

arc to the other. One robotic example of this is McGeer’s Passive Dynamic Walker. The passive
dynamic walker is a completely mechanical design that walks down a ramp without the need
for any external forces besides gravity [5]. It has 4 feet but uses its two inner feet and two outer
feet as a singular foot. This design is intended for stability as the outer feet act like crutches [5].
The Cornell Ranger is an active version of this model that does not require an incline to function
[6].
The Cornell Ranger, like the Passive Dynamic Walker, has four feet, where the inner and
outer pair act in unison. The feet of the Ranger are shaped like 1/4th of an ellipse with the
convex curve facing downwards. The ankles, which are the only joint on the leg, are controlled
by having a motor pull on a cable attached to the heel of the foot, this motion is resisted by a
spring which attaches the toe to the leg [6]. Using the motor, the Cornell Ranger can control the
propulsion while walking but cannot control the braking force. The control system onboard the
Control Ranger is distributed using multiple processors to control different parts of the robot.

SPRING LOADED INVERTED PENDULUM MODEL
The spring loaded inverted pendulum model (SLIP) is one of the most common models
used for walking and running and is similar to the LIP model but with springs added inline to the
massless legs. This results in a system more typically suited for running due to the springs being
used to store energy during the collision with the ground [7]. This means that this model uses
the spring to store energy during heel strike and deliver it back to the CoM during toe off. This
spring-based, “bouncy” gait can also be seen in animals that frequently hop, such as kangaroos
[7].
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ATRIAS is a SLIP-based robotic biped that stands as tall as a person and that uses a four
bar system to act as a spring for each leg [8]. ATRIAS is capable of walking and running by using
its six motors to actuate its legs. Two motors are used per leg and two motors are used to
control the hip. All actuation is done from inside the main mass of the robot and applied to the
legs using pulleys. By having all of its actuators and batteries placed at the center of mass it
allows ATRIAS to more accurately mimic the SLIP model.
The SLIP model has been used successfully in walking in the case of the prosthesis
SPARKy, a spring ankle prosthetic leg [9]. SPARKy uses only a motor and a spring to mimic the
way humans walk. The spring, acting like an Achilles tendon, stores energy when the leg leans
over the ankle. This occurs right before toe off. To increase the energy stored by the spring, a
motor pulls on the spring on the side not attached to the foot. All of this energy is released
during toe off to help the wearer add propulsive force.

ORTHOGONAL CONSTRAINT METHOD
The orthogonal constraint method, recently developed by Dr. David Lee in collaboration
with Dr. Sarah Harris, also uses a point mass model of the animal, like the LIP and SLIP models,
but explains animal locomotion directly using analysis of the animal’s force and velocity vectors.
This method does not require an a priori model, as the other walking models do. These models
– the LIP and SLIP – are approximations of the gait and often do not model a given gait well. In
contrast, the orthogonal constraint method both distinguishes gaits well and extracts defining
features of various gaits.
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The underlying principle of this method is the fact that when force and velocity are 90
degrees out of phase the mechanical cost of transport is zero [2]. Using the orthogonal
constraint method, mechanical cost of transport (CoTmech) can be calculated using the following
equation:

where F and V are the force vector and the velocity vector respectively [10]. Although CoTmech
was originally calculated using only dimensional analysis, orthogonal constraint reveals the
mechanical underpinnings of CoTmech.
This idea of minimal CoT can be seen in wheels. While the wheel is moving it has a
forward velocity vector and gravity is pulling it down towards the ground causing a vertical
ground reaction force vector. This results in a 90 degree offset between the two vectors which
allows the wheel to move with minimal costs. When this orthogonal relationship between force
and velocity vectors is violated, a cost is incurred. This cost can be either generative or
absorptive depending on the direction of the angle [2]. When the angle between the ground
reaction force vector and the velocity vector is smaller than 90 degrees, the cost is generative.
That is, the force and velocity vectors are somewhat in the same direction and the animal is
generating energy to propel itself forward. Likewise, if the angle is larger than 90 degrees the
resulting cost is absorptive and the animal is absorbing energy (for example, when an animal
comes to a stop or brakes). Using this kind of system, it would theoretically be possible to
redirect mass with zero work by keeping force and velocity vectors perpendicular [2]. The
7

Dynamic Control Platform aims to use this method of orthogonal constraint method as a
control strategy.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC CONTROL PLATFORM
The Dynamic Control Platform is a bipedal robot that tests several control algorithms for
locomotion by controlling ankle movement. The robot is half a meter tall and has a mass of
8.4kg. It has a total of six equidistant legs but remains bipedal because at most two of its feet
touch the ground at any given time. This circular 6-legged bipedal design was implemented to
avoid the swinging leg mechanics which would needlessly complicate the walking models
mentioned in Chapter 2. The swinging leg mechanics are avoided because a new foot is lowered
to the ground as the robot rotates forward. The circular design also allows the robot to have a
fixed leg length and leg spacing, which means that the only degrees of freedom the robot has
are the two ankles which control the feet that interact with the ground. These limited degrees
of freedom allow for the models to be tested with the least number of changing variables and
enable the control algorithms to focus solely on the ankle movement. The robot features a
distributed control system similar to the Cornell Ranger, with dedicated microcontrollers
driving separate joints [6].
As can be seen below in Figure 1, the robot features individual motors that are chain driven
to the ankle bars which each mount a foot. This allows us to maintain most of the robot’s
weight towards the center of mass. This was important as the models mentioned above all use
small mass models, such as point masses, meaning that consolidation of mass would allow the
DCP to more accurately behave like the models. The individual motors allow for each foot to be
controlled independently of one another. Each motor and ankle gear are the same size and
have the same number of teeth. This 1:1 gear ratio means that any rotation in the motor shaft
9

is then mimicked by the ankle bar. The motors themselves have a planetary 99:1 gear box
which lowers the rotation speed of the motor shaft but increases the torque output. This extra
torque allows each foot to be able to pivot even when under the load of the robot.
The independent control of each foot-ankle allows the DCP to control both of the feet
contacting the ground, meaning that both propulsion and braking are controlled during walking
– unlike the Cornell Ranger, which only controls propulsion [6]. By controlling both propulsion
and braking, the DCP is able to modulate the ground reaction force vector which will allows it to
minimize the cost of transport (CoTmech). During movement, the DCP’s outer rims rotate about
the center axis. This means that, while the robot moves, the braking and propulsive feet are
constantly alternating – a given foot moves from braking (leading leg) to propulsive (lagging leg)
– and as such the robot has to check which foot is currently on the ground at any given time.
This is done using an inertial measurement unit or IMU. How the IMU connects to the rest of
the electrical components can be seen in Figure 2. The IMU used in this project is a MiniMU-9
which features an LSM6DS33 accelerometer and gyroscope and a LIS3MDL magnetometer [11].
As the IMU tilts, the resulting acceleration on the X, Y, and Z axis changes. This allows the robot
to resolve the angle of the IMU letting it know which foot is needed next when moving. Using
this angle it is possible for the DCP to know not only the current foot touching the ground but
also if the robot is in single or double stance. After a propulsive foot is finished being used in
the stride it is rotated back around to prepare for the next time it will be needed as a braking
foot. The center of the robot features a free-swinging chassis that holds the main electrical
components. This allows us to have a fixed upright portion on the robot while the outer rims
rotate. The details of the electrical components used in the DCP can be seen in Table 1.
10

Table 1 DCP Electronics
Part Number
USE
COUNT
IMU
Pololu MiniMU-9
Acquires angle and velocity data
2
Main Controller
dsPIC33F
Takes in all signals and enforces model
1
Ankle Driver
Custom made PCB
Controls motors, communicates via I2C
6
12 Volt Regulator
D24V150F12
Regulates Voltage for the motors
1
9 Volt Regulator
D24V150F9
Regulates Voltage for the Main Controller
1
Wifi Module
NodeMCU ESP-12E Wi-Fi communication with force trackway
1

Figure 1 DCP No Electronics
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Figure 2 DCP Connection Diagram
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Figure 3 DCP Foot

The feet of the DCP are all 3D printed to allow for rapid prototyping of different foot
shapes and designs. The feet each attach to ankle spokes which are made from hex shaft
aluminum. This allows each foot to be able to slide horizontally to ensure that the robot
maintains balance. The current iteration of the foot is symmetrical and slightly convex and
allows for a piece of garage door weather seal to be slipped into both ends of the foot. In this
case “symmetrical” means that the foot has equal lengths for both toe and heel and that the
ankle is placed equidistant between them. The convex nature of the foot should allow for more
flexibility with steps as the design would be self-centering. The garage sealant is bent into a “u”
shape and this creates a hollow three-part section on the bottom of each foot as can be seen in
13

Figure 3. With this design, the stiffness of the toe and heel can be changed easily as well as the
reinforcement or limiting of the arch shape. The aluminum ankle bars are attached to the outer
rims using custom-designed aluminum “barring holders” as seen in Figure 1 and Figure 3. These
barring holders are made from aluminum and give the ankle an attachment point to the outer
rim that allows for motor-driven rotation of the ankles.

DCP DIMENSIONS
The DCP was designed to be similar to humans in terms of physical ratios. These ratios
and how they compare to both humans and the Cornell Ranger can be seen in Table 1. The
dimensionless speed of the DCP is currently an estimation until further testing can be done. The
ratios found in Table 2 are calculated as follows. The SL/LL ratio is step length divided by leg
length and the FL/LL ratio is the foot length divided by the leg length. The weight of the DCP is
approximate due to the fact that some components are not yet finalized, but the current
iteration is about 8.4 kg or 18.5 lbs.

Table 2 Physical Dimensions and Ratios of the Dynamic Control Platform compared to
Humans and the Cornell Ranger
Mass

Leg
Length

Step
Length

Foot
Length

SL/LL

FL/LL

я&ƌŽƵĚĞ

Cornell
Ranger

9.9 kg
[6]

0.96 m
[6]

0.35 m
[6]

0.35 m
[6]

0.36

0.21

0.19
[6]

DCP

уϴ͘ϰ kg

0.25 m

0.24 m

0.055 m

0.96

0.22

у0.50

Human

70 kg
[12, 13]

0.90 m
[12, 13]

0.80 m
[12, 13]

0.26 m
[12, 13]

0.89

0.29

14

0.48
[12, 13]

DSPIC33F – MAIN CONTROLLER
The DCP is primarily controlled by a dsPIC33f microcontroller, called the Main
Controller, which is a 16-bit microcontroller produced by Microchip [14]. The DCP’s dsPIC33f is
battery powered to avoid tethering the robot to any device. This main microcontroller is used
to communicate, actuate, and control all other components on the robot as can be seen in
Figure 2. The microcontroller communicates with the six Ankle Drivers via I2C, with each Ankle
Driver having a unique identifier. The model movement profile being tested is enforced by this
microcontroller and as such it is connected to the IMUs to allow measurement of the angle as
well as velocity. This microcontroller was chosen because it was already used in the eventual
target prosthetic leg, the Odyssey, that was developed the SpringActive company [9]. This
would make transporting the code for a tested model seamless as both the DCP and the
prosthetic leg would feature similar components such as IMUs and motors. The dsPIC33F is
housed in the center of the robot, referred to as the chassis.
The free spinning chassis, which can be seen in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 1, is made out of
80/20 T-slot aluminum and is used to hold the main MCU, the batteries, and the Wi-Fi module.
80/20 custom made is an aluminum structural framing system meant for rapid construction and
disassembly which allows for modularity and resizing of the chassis as needed. The chassis spins
freely via the bearing pressed into the 3D printed center mount as can be seen in Figure 1. The
center mount is then bolted onto the 80/20 beam in the center. The chassis is free-spinning (1)
to ensure that electrical components do not get disconnected during wheel rotations and (2) to
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have a non-rotational location on which another IMU can be placed. Because the chassis
remains stationary and upright while the outer rims rotate, we used a slip ring to connect wires
across rotating surfaces, as shown in Figure 4 (b). The slip ring is mounted onto the center bar
that holds up the chassis, which remains stationary while the wheel and its mounted
components rotate. The slip ring allows the Main Controller to connect to the other electronics
attached on the outer rims.

Figure 4 Free Spinning Chassis (a) Slip ring (b)
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WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
The Main Controller is also connected to an external Wi-Fi module, called a NodeMCU
shown in Figure 5 , to allow it to communicate wirelessly with another microcontroller, such as
a second dsPIC33F, or computer. This communication is done via Wi-Fi by having one of the
NodeMCUs generate a wireless network with a known SSID and having the other NodeMCU
connect to it, also known as a wireless ad hoc network. The generator MCU is known as the
host and the connector MCU as the client. The host then acts like a wireless router and
redirects the packets to their correct destination. Whether the onboard NodeMCU is the host
or client is irrelevant as operation would still be the same. Since data transmitted between the
two needs to be fast but not necessarily reliable UDP is used. UDP allows for fast packet
transmission without checking if the packet was received or not.
Upon startup, the wireless communication needs to be initialized and requires three
handshakes: one for verifying the microcontroller connection and two for checking Wi-Fi
connection. Transmission begins as soon as the microcontroller turns on, so, in the case that
the other end is not yet setup, TCP like communication is used for the first three packet only.
This TCP-based handshaking allows us to first synchronize the connection between the
dsPIC33F and the NodeMCU, and then between the two NodeMCUs. Lastly the two dsPIC33Fs
verify that they can communicate to each other before both driving the foot-ankle motors and
transmitting collected data. This means that, in total, three handshakes must take place to set
up the wireless connection, but after that no more handshaking is needed. The data that the
two dsPIC33Fs send to each other is akin to wireless UART packets, with each NodeMCU
translating the packet back into UART for the receiving dsPIC33F.
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The reason for using Wi-Fi and not Bluetooth was because in the earlier stages of the
project it was not clear how many devices would need to connect to each other. This potential
modularity is useful as it is possible for future expansion of the project by adding more modules
such as a data collection unit which could be used to store and track all measurements
gathered by the DCP. The actual data being transmitted wirelessly is the force data collected by
the force-sensing trackway.

Figure 5 NodeMCU

A synopsis of the connections and signal types used on the DCP can be seen in Figure 2.
In summary, the Main Controller (dsPIC33f) sends its I2C signals and 5V signal though the slip
ring to the 6 Ankle Drivers that are each connected to a motor. The I2C and power line are also
used by the chassis-mounted IMU. The Wi-Fi module is connected to the dsPIC33F directly and
uses a UART TX and RX connection as well as power and ground. Two batteries are stored in the
chassis, one for digital components and one for analog components.
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ANKLE DRIVER
The six motors are controlled by a custom made motor controller called the Ankle
Driver, which allows for servo like movement but with the high torque of a DC motor. How
these Ankle Drivers connect to the main system can be seen in Figure 2. As can be seen in
Figure 6 and Figure 7, the Ankle Driver features voltage regulation, a motor driver (H-Bridge) a
microcontroller and pins for motor attachment as well as future expansion. The onboard
voltage regulator allows the device to be powered by a variety of voltage levels, so that the
Ankle Driver may be used in other projects that require high torque and angle control without
the need to worry about input voltage levels. This voltage is then filtered through capacitors to
avoid any noise from the input. The motor is driven by a Pololu VNH5019 Motor Driver Carrier
(H-Bridge). The VNH5019 is a full bridge motor driver which allows for a microcontroller to drive
the motor with bidirectional speed control using only a single PWM. This device was used as it
allowed for a wide range of input voltages (5.5V – 24V) and has a high current threshold of 12A
continuous and 30A peak. The details of the electrical components used in the Ankle Driver can
be seen in Table 3.

Table 3 Ankle Driver Electronics
ATMEGA
Motor Driver
Voltage Regulator

Part Number
ATMEGA328P-PU
Pololu VNH5019
LM7805

USE
Controls motors with encoder feedback
PMW based motor driver.
Regulates input voltage down to 5V
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COUNT
1
1
1

Figure 6 Ankle Driver
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Figure 7 Ankle Driver Schematic

The microcontroller used to control and monitor the ankle motor movement is an
ATMEGA328P-PU as can be seen in the schematic Figure 6 and Figure 7. This microcontroller
was chosen due to its availability, form factor, and price. Using external interrupts, the ATMEGA
is able to count the encoder pulses given off by the motor, and each pulse tells the device how
much movement has occurred. Below is the equation to calculate the number of pulses
(noOfPulses) needed to achieve a given rotation called here “degreesToRotate.” The ATMEGA is
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connected to the voltage regulator, motor, encoder and motor driver via the PCB shown in
Figure 6.

These connections allow the ATMEGA to drive the motor and verify its position. But
unfortunately, this type of position control can only detect how much movement has occurred
since it was enabled but cannot detect start position. To rectify this issue, the PCB has a section
of open pins to allow a secondary monitoring device to be added. For instance, a few example
devices could be a pushbutton, a potentiometer, or a reed switch. The pushbutton could be
used to monitor when the motor has reached a predefined “maximum” rotation. This can be
done by having the foot attached to the ankle bar press down on the button, thus telling the
MCU its absolute position. A reed switch could be used in a similar way by becoming active
when a magnet attached to the foot is brought close enough. The potentiometer could be
attached to the ankle bar and thus each position of the ankle bar would have a resistive value
associated with it. Using any of these options and the encoder would allow a DC motor to be
driven like a servo with absolute position control.
The Ankle Driver is controlled by the Main Controller, which offloads the task of ankle
controller from the Main Controller. To achieve this, the ATMEGA onboard the Ankle Driver is
set to be an I2C slave. Through the I2C link, the Main Controller sets the desired mode
(continuous or angle driven), the speed, the angle (if needed), and the direction by writing
these values to specific memory locations in the ATMEGA. The ATMEGA reads these values,
changes its control accordingly, and then writes back into another memory location to indicate
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the status of the last given command. This allows the main microcontroller to simply give a
speed, direction and mode, and potentially a degree amount then check back with the device to
see if it is finished with the command. Thus, the Main Controller does not have to constantly
supervise the interrupts from the twin encoder pulses of each of the six foot-ankle motors. The
Ankle Driver allows for multiple modes, continuous, servo, zeroing, brake, and cost. The zeroing
mode is meant to rest the foot back into a known position through the use of a potentiometer.
The brake and coast modes control how the motor acts when it is not actively driven. The
device also allows access to the current encoder count.

FORCE SENSING TRACKWAY
As part of this project, we designed and built a Force-Sensing Trackway is an instrumented
trackway that is able to supply the Main Controller with force and moment data. The trackway
consists of a rigid metal beam connected to two force plates (transducers) which are in turn
bolted to a large steel plate. The rigid steel beam Top Plate weights roughly 160 lbs. and rests
on the force transducers which are aligned using a plastic mold that is bolted to the bottom of
the Top Plate as can be seen in Figure 8. A fence made from aluminum 80/20 follows the Top
Plate down the trackway and is used to ensure that the robot does not fall off the track. The
Top Plate is 20.125 feet (6.1341 meters) long with each transducer being 30.5 inches or 0.77
meters from each end. The transducers convert forces and moments into voltages that are then
amplified. For example, when a force or moment is acting on the top sensing section of the
force plate, the transducer produces a voltage output in the range of ±10V, which linearly
corresponds to the detected force or moment. These forces and moments can be seen for each
of the cardinal directions. This means that each transducer has six axes, 3 forces and 3
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moments, each with the ability to measure in both the positive and negative directions. The
two force transducers used in the trackway are AMTI MC3A force and Torque sensors, both of
which are capable of reading up to 250 lbs. of vertical force [15]. The details of the electrical
components used in the force trackway can be seen in Table 4. The bottom steel plate is used
to affix the transducers to guarantee that they do not move. To ensure that the trackway is
level, each steel plate has three set screws that are used to change the incline of any given
section of the plate. Using these set screws and a long level, the steel beam top plate can be set
almost perfectly horizontal to the ground. The force transducer, bottom plate, and set screws
are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 Force Trackway
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Table 4 Force Trackway Electronics
Part Number
USE
Force Transducers
AMTI MC3A
Translates Force into voltage
Amplifiers
AMTI MiniAmp MSA-6
Amplifies force transducers voltage
Op-amp
uA741
Op-amp used in the level shifter
MCU
dsPIC33F
Sends force signals to DCP
Wifi Module
NodeMCU ESP-12E
Wi-Fi communication with DCP

Figure 9 Force Transducer
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COUNT
2
2
24
1
1

Figure 10 Force Trackway Connection Diagram

The connections between all of the electrical components in the trackway can be seen in Figure
10. Each transducer has an amplifier that supplies an excitation voltage to the Wheatstone
bridges inside the transducer [15]. Any small movement or force placed on the plate will cause
a difference on the two ends of the Wheatstone bridge; this difference is then amplified to ±10
Volts. The two amplifiers used in the trackway are both AMTI MiniAmp MSA-6s, which are
capable of 4000 times amplification and have an auto balancing feature for zeroing or the strain
gauge bridges that abstracts away the weight of the top plate as well as any other constant
forces [16]. The output of the amplifier must then be stepped down as the dsPIC33F is only able
to tolerate voltages between 0 and 3.3 volts [14]. To step down the voltage, we designed the
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level-shifting circuit shown in Figure 11. This circuit reduces the voltage range and adds a
positive voltage to ensure that the negative portion is removed. The dsPIC33F then read the
output of the level-shifting circuit, which is now is the correct range as seen in Figure 12. The
physical circuit behaved similar to the simulation as seen in Figure 13. The op-amps used in the
circuit are uA741s which feature an inverter at the output of the op-amp [17]. The circuit
featured a unity gain operational amplifier on the output, this is because the output of the first
state would be inverted and mirrored to be negative. This would mean that a voltage of +10V
would result in a 0V and the -10V would result in -3.3V. This op-amp was used solely due to
ease of access as the circuit was originally a prototype. The equation for the output voltage is
below.
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Figure 11 Level Shifter Circuit

Figure 12 Level Shifter Simulation Output

Figure 13 Level Shifter Testing Output

We manually calibrated the trackway to ensure correct data. Typically, force plate
manufacturers supply calibration values to convert output voltages to forces, but, due to the
age of the transducers, the calibration matrix proved inaccurate. To fix this and to avoid the
issues of having multiple equations for each transducer, the trackway including the level shifter
and MCU ADC is treated as a single unit, allowing for the intermediary calculations to be
skipped and for the output force to be calculated directly from the output voltage. The force
plate trackway was calibrated manually using known load and the linearity of Wheatstone
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bridge based devices. Using this method, a linear equation for the horizontal and the vertical
axis of the transducers was calculated. Both transducers proved to have similar equations and
output values in the vertical axis and had high coefficients of determination as can be seen in
Figure 14. This meant that an average of the voltages could be used to calculate the forces
acting on the plate as a whole. This combined method had a coefficient of determination of
0.9994 as can be seen in Figure 15. These forces and moments are then sent via “wireless
UART” to the Main Controller.

Figure 14 Force Transducer Separate
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Figure 15 Voltage to Force Z

Figure 16 Pulley System on Trackway
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The horizontal force calibration was done in a similar way, through a pulley system that
converts the vertical load into a horizontal load. This pulley system transfers the vertical force
created by the suspended weights into a pulling force acting on the Top Plate as can be seen in
Figure 16. The horizontal calibration used the same linear fit method mentioned above. This
calibration resulted in a coefficient of determination of 0.9997 as can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Voltage to Force Y

After the level shifter circuit, the voltages are read by the ADC, the DMA is triggered
which causes the values to be moved into a set of registers, without the need to use the main
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CPU [14]. The DMA interrupt is triggered which averages the values, to reduce noise, and then
combines the forces to get a resulting force magnitude and direction. This magnitude and force
are then transmitted to the Main Controller of the DCP. The forces are resolved at the force
trackway to, first, offload some of the calculations from the DCP’s Main Controller, which
should be focused on the control algorithm for the chosen walking model, and, second, because
sending this amount of information via “wireless UART” would require the DCP to convert an
ASCII string into 12 different float values. This number of atof commands is costly and can cause
a buffer overflow in the interrupt if left unchecked.
The fence that surrounds the trackway can be attached to a launcher mechanism meant
to give the DCP a known, and repeatable, initial velocity as seen in Figure 8. The launcher is
made of 80/20 and implements a slingshot like design. The launcher has a metal ‘u’ shape,
meant to cradle the robot, which features a handle for pulling back and releasing, this is akin to
the pouch of a slingshot. Metal springs attach the launcher’s “pouch” to the frame which in part
connects back to the outer fence. This adds stability to the launcher which would otherwise
send itself flying with the robot. Between the “pouch” and the frame are plastic 80/20 inserts
meant to ensure a smooth sliding motion between the launcher and the frame. The launcher’s
design is currently being finalized. It currently has limitations of dealing with the friction that
comes from the “pouch” sliding or making contact with the outer metal frame of the fence. This
may be due to horizontal movement that may cause it to press up against the sides. The
launcher can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 DCP Launcher

A summary of the connectivity and signal types used by the force trackway’s electrical
components can be seen in Figure 10 and Table 4. The dsPIC33F is connected to a PC for data
collection via the USB port which allows for UART communication. The output data is then
streamed using the command line into a CSV file where it can be analyzed at a later time. The
dsPIC33F is also connected to the Wi-Fi module through a second UART port. This allows the
dsPIC33f to be able to communicate with two different devices via UART at the same time.
Lastly the force transducers are connected to the force amplifiers which feed into the level
shifter circuit which is read via ADC into the microcontroller. The DMA of the MCU is then
triggered each time new values are received though the ADC. The DMA then takes those values
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averages and combines them down into force magnitude and angle and then transmits those
values to the DCP. The DCP with all electronics connected sitting atop the force plate trackway
can be seen in Figure 19. The two braded cables that can be seen in the image are for
programming and communicating with the device via UART.

Figure 19 DCP on Force Trackway
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CHAPTER 4
TRADEOFFS AND LIMITATIONS
Like any engineering project, tradeoffs must be made in to meet design, cost, and power
constraints. These constraints and limitations include, knowing when to pick a 3D printed
material over a metal one, dealing with electronics that do not have a known input or output
voltage, building a force translation system without knowing the final weight or force
requirements of a device and dealing with the ripple effects that arise when a component in a
system is changed.
Originally the bearing holders were made from 3D printed plastic. These parts cracked
under the forces that were applied to the bearings. The plastic versions were enough to
prototype the part to ensure that it worked well for the DCP. During the second revision of the
DCP, we milled the same piece out of a lightweight aluminum. Other parts of the DCP remain
plastic because the part does not bear enough load to cause issues, for example, the
attachment point in the center of the free spinning chassis. Other parts, such as the feet, may
later be built from another material but that part of the design is still being tested. The ability
for rapid prototyping is needed until parts are finalized but the durability of the part compared
to how much the part weighs is an issue that always has to be considered when changing a
part’s design or material.
The first iteration of the voltage level shifter circuit was passive in design using only a
voltage source and resistors. While this worked in simulation it proved to be problematic in
practice. The amplifier that connects to the force transducers had an unknown output
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resistance and unknown current limit. This resulted in abnormal and inconsistent values in the
output. Due to the potential of damaging the device, an active version of the level shifter,
which had limited current draw from the source, was designed. This allowed the
microcontroller to be able to read the voltage without further issues.
The locomotion of the robot was not without its own issues. The main issue was
designing the motors, their drive trains, and the motor control. Most importantly, we had to
estimate how much force output was needed from the motor and how quickly the motor
needed to react – even before having a test platform. The motors have planetary gears which
increase the torque of the shaft at the cost of lowered speed. Due to the fact that a robot such
as this one had not been designed before, the speed versus torque ratio was unknown. We
tested multiple motors and currently use motors with a 99:1 gear ratio. If future tests prove
that these motors are too slow, then the motors can be easily replaced because of the
modularity of the design.
Once the motors had been chosen, we were faced with the challenge of designing the
drive system that connects the motor shafts to the ankles at the bottom of the robot. The
original design used plastic gears that attached to the ankle bars, metal gears attached to the
motor shafts, and plastic timing belts. The belts had to be highly tensioned – otherwise the
motor gear would rotate while skipping belt teeth. Tensioning the belt did work but put more
load on the motor shafts and would occasionally cause stretching or ripping in the belts. An
experiment was then done to test foot and toe stiffness and the results indicated that even
when the motors were unloaded, they still needed a high amount of torque to rotate. Thus, a
different method would be needed for transferring the torque form the motor to the ankle.
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This is what led to the change from plastic to a metal belt drive system – a system similar to a
bike chain. The new system, while adding some weight, does not need tensioning and delivers
power to the ankle much better than the original design.
The wireless connectivity between the two microcontrollers was also a challenging
design problem. The wireless signal generated by the NodeMCU when used for an ad hoc
network is relatively weak. This can cause issue when in a building with multiple points of
interference. For example, the NodeMCUs had significantly more difficulty wirelessly
handshaking in a room with multiple wireless signals happening simultaneously. This issue
causes more UDP packets to be dropped when the device is near other wireless signals than in
more secluded areas. This was remedied by moving both NodeMCUs away from wireless access
points in the testing room. One potential future solution to this is to have a wireless router
create the signal and SSID and have the NodeMCUs connect though it. The resulting network
made by the router would have a stronger signal that would be more resistant to interference.
This solution is not without its own tradeoffs as adding a standalone wireless router would
extend the transmission delay of each packet, which could in turn cause the DCP to have a
slower reaction time to new incoming events.
Originally the wireless signal was used to send all forces and moments to the DCP. This
meant that the 12 values were concatenated into a single comma separated string and sent to
the MCU on the DCP. This proved to be too much information as having 12 atof function calls in
the interrupt was too long, especially since the data was being streamed to the DCP at around
approximately 1 kHz. This caused the interrupt to either fill the UART buffer completely and
overflow or, if interrupts were not disabled inside the UART RX interrupt, the device would
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restart when it ran out of memory space. One potential solution to this problem would be to
have the interrupt set a flag that let the MCU know that a new value was available to convert.
The UART RX interrupt could then be set to do one of two things: (1) the function could
continue to store unconverted data back into the buffer which would still cause the overflow
issue or (2) the function could skip all incoming data until the flag was reset. Both of these
potential solutions seemed detrimental to the data that the DCP needs for it to function. The
overflow would cause a reset of the system and the lost data could cause the DCP to miss an
important force event. This issue was solved by having the force trackway combine the forces
into a magnitude and angle.
We iterated on several designs of the force trackway as the project progressed. The first
iteration was an aluminum beam with four force transducers equidistant from one another. The
extra 2 force plates had a 100 lb. weight limit which is why they were not included in the latest
iteration. The first version of the trackway also featured galvanized steel drip edge flashing,
originally meant to direct rain dripping off from roofs into gutters. This flashing lined the edges
of the trackway in an attempt to re-center the robot if it ever began walking away from the
center of the aluminum beam. The aluminum beam was painted to have an abrasive top layer.
This top coating was meant to allow the robot to grip the trackway when walking as the original
aluminum finish proved to be too smooth and slippery. The topcoat was a layer of paint on
truck bed lining. This version of the trackway was scrapped due to bending in the aluminum
beam. This bending caused force deflections to be seen by the MCU. What this means is that a
single impulse would ring out along the beam causing a constantly fluctuating signal to be
picked up by the MCU. To remedy this issue a foam material was added to the inside of the
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aluminum beam. This foam dampened the ringing but turned out to not be uniform in its
dampening. In addition, the bolted-on force plates would often bind if the system was moved
slightly. This binding was caused by the unevenness of the ground floor. These issues are what
led to replacing the bolted aluminum beam with a steel beam that rests on two force plates.
The Ankle Driver also went through a few iterations before reaching the current version.
The original version was built on a bread board and seemed to work perfectly. When moving
the system to a PCB, we found that the power delivery was no longer as reliable as the bread
boarded version. Small fluctuations in the voltage began to appear. We realized that we had
omitted the capacitors required for smooth usage of the voltage regulators placed on the input
of the PCB. The breadboard’s internal capacitance was stabilizing the input voltage for system
and so the system seemed to work perfectly in the bread boarded design. To remedy this for
testing a capacitor was soldered onto the voltage regulator. When the motors were upgraded
on the DCP, the onboard motor driver could no longer support the new current draw. This is
what led to the second revision of the Ankle Driver which upgraded the H-bridges and added
capacitors for the voltage regulator.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The DCP is a system created to test different walking models, but it can be used to test
other design principals as well. For example, testing different toe and heel stiffnesses and
recording how they affect the torque.

TOE AND HEEL STIFFNESS TESTING
The first experiment conducted with the DCP was to test the current draw and
subsequently the output torque of the motors with different toe and heel stiffness. The output
torque is proportional to the current draw and so the motor torque constant was found by
using the manufacturer given minimum and maximum output current and torque. The torque
to current coefficient was found to be 4.507*10^(-4) N/mA for our selected motors. We used
an oscilloscope to measure the current draw from the motors by using a small shunt resistor
and measuring the voltage drop across it. The robot was programmed to rock forward and
backwards from a resting position by repeatedly performing dorsiflexion then plantarflexion on
both feet simultaneously. This was done 20 times with each type of stiffness as well as an
unloaded control. The stiffness was changed by inserting different types of tubing into the feet
of the DCP. Below in Figure 20 are the different types of tubing used for this experiment. The
high stiffness material is cross-linked polyethylene or PEX tubing. The medium stiffness material
is a rubber radiator hose that has a cloth reinforcement in between the layers of rubber. The
low stiffness material is a flexible PVC tubing typically called surgical tubing.
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Figure 20 Toe and Heel Inserts

Out of the materials tested the high stiffness material required more torque for the same
movement as shown in Figure 24. The unloaded and low stiffness materials both had similar
outputs, as can be seen in Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23, which plots torque vs time for the
propulsive and braking foot. All three of these trials show a dip right after the motor begins
actuating. This dip can be viewed as a lack of resistance when the motor is turning. This means
that both the unloaded and the low stiffness case saw a decrease in initial resistance but as
Table 5 shows they both still had the same mean angular impulse which was found by
integrating the torque graph over time. These tests showed that the unloaded case required
just as much torque over time as the softer materials, meaning that the tension in the belt was
causing more resistance than initially anticipated. This can also be seen in the propulsive mean
angular impulse, as multiple cases fall under the same confidence interval. This conclusion is
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what led the DCP’s next iteration to have a metal chain drive instead of a plastic belt. The chain
drive allows for the motor to translate torque down though the chain without the need for high
tension. The red lines surrounding the center line of the four graphs below are the 95%
confidence intervals for the trials.

Figure 21 Unloaded Torque vs. Time
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Figure 22 Low Stiffness Torque vs. Time

Figure 23 Medium Stiffness Torque vs. Time
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Figure 24 High Stiffness Torque vs. Time

Table 5 Mean Angular Impulse
Unloaded
High Stiffness
Medium Stiffness
Low Stiffness

Braking (N*m*s)
09.25 ± 0.39
19.43 ± 1.93
16.66 ± 1.20
16.85 ± 0.61
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Propulsive(N*m*s)
15.71 ± 0.56
18.40 ± 1.95
15.16 ± 1.45
15.77 ± 1.46

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The DCP is a one of a kind robotic platform that allows for the testing of different walking
models, but it is also an interconnected system of microcontrollers, amplifiers and sensors that
uses multiple communication protocols and as such it was complicated to design and
implement. The microcontrollers used in the DCP are the Main Controller, the trackway MCU,
the ATMEGAS, and the NodeMCUs, all of which have their own unique code. All of the libraries
used on these microcontrollers are custom designed to ensure that the devices interface with
one another seamlessly. For example, the I2C libraries shared between the Main Controller and
the ATMEGA are written from different perspectives. One is slave based and as such is based on
waiting for a request and fulfilling it the other is based on how and when the requests can be
sent. The communication between the trackway and the DCP is different as both use the same
microcontroller and as such can share a library.
The force-sensing trackway is unique in that it is wireless and that it has multiple force
transducers sharing a top plate. This shared top plate and the age of the force plates required
us to calibrate the system as a whole, leading to us to build a pulley system to calibrate
different force directions. The output forces from the amplifiers were not meant to be read by a
microcontroller, they were meant to go into a National Instruments data acquisition box.
Therefore, the level shifting circuit was needed in the force trackway system allowing us to
bridge the amplifier to the microcontroller.
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No research project is ever truly done, and so, neither is the DCP. In the future the DCP
needs to take its first full steps. This might be done with a launching device that would impart
the DCP with a known initial velocity, or if the robot is capable of it, without any outside
assistance. The issue of the robot not being able to move without outside assistance could be
solved by changing the design of the plastic feet. A foot with more toe length would allow the
DCP to better apply force to the ground but, unfortunately, the foot length is based on scaled
human measurements. One way to keep the proportions consistent with the proportions of
human foot/leg lengths would be to shift the actuation point on the foot toward the back and
reducing the symmetrical appearance of the foot. This would, in turn, cause the heel of the foot
to be under the actuation point.
In the future, we will use machine learning to infer ground reaction forces and velocities –
obviating the need for the force plate trackway and allowing the DCP to move freely outside of
the lab. The DCP requires knowing the ground reaction forces to be able to walk while holding
orthogonal constraint. This dependency would permanently tie the robot to the force trackway.
We plan to use a convolutional neural net (CNN) to infer what the ground reaction forces would
be from the previous accelerometer values gathered by the onboard IMU. This will require
gathering the force and accelerometer data from multiple experiments and writing the CNN in
C. By using C as our programming language, we are able to run the CNN on the microcontroller
but could train the CNN on a full-scale desktop PC. This would allow for the training process to
take a significantly shorter period of time than if the microcontroller was used. The weights
associated with each layer of the CNN would then be sent to the microcontroller, and the
microcontroller would use these pre-calculated weights to find the final result. One potential
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issue with this, is the calculation time needed for a full-fledged CNN could exceed the time left
before the next step. One solution to this issue is to limit the sample size of the CNN or to
remove some of the layers to have a shorter computation time. Unfortunately, to gain more
speed, we lose accuracy and as such this will need to be fine-tuned to work within the current
constraints. Another potential solution would be to have a separate module design to run the
CNN and communicate the results with the dsPIC. Using one of these two methods the DCP
would then be able to know both force and velocity from the same IMU, allowing the DCP to
move out of the lab and towards experiments on uneven or inclined terrain.
The launcher of the DCP also needs to be redesigned. The launcher currently uses two
springs which impart significantly more force than necessary to begin the rotation of the DCP.
One possible solution is to only use one spring, but this would cause the launcher to be
asymmetrical in its force delivery. So, the springs likely will be replaced with springs that have
less potential energy. Another issue with the launcher is the slide mechanism as mentioned
before in the section titled FORCE SENSING TRACKWAY. The slide mechanism still has too much
friction when firing. The excess friction causes the “pouch” to fly out of the railing which can be
potentially dangerous to the user. While the solution seems obvious, to shrink the space the
frame has or to increase the size of the “pouch”, in practice this proves difficult. The issue is
that shrinking the space between the frame and the launcher causes the plastic sliding
mechanism to become jammed. This means that a tightly fitting frame and pouch will cause the
launcher to not fire at all and for the pouch to remain in a pulled back position. This issue will
need to be solved by either a total redesign of the system or a more reliable slide mechanism. If
a low friction material could be machined for this launcher, such as a Teflon fitting, it would
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allow the launcher to function while constricted or tightened without the friction overcoming
the spring potential energy.
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APPENDIX A: CODE
WI-FI MODULE (HOST)
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h>
#include <WiFiUdp.h>
const char *ssid = "NodeMCU";
const char *password = "o123456789";
const char delimiter = '\n';
IPAddress IP_client(192, 168, 4, 4);
IPAddress IP_client2(192, 168, 4, 5);
IPAddress IP_host(192, 168, 4, 1);
IPAddress subnet(255, 255, 255, 0);

//clients IP
//hosts' IP 5
// IP of the 'router'

//ports must be different for two way communications
const uint16_t UDP_REMOTE_PORT = 8050;
//receive port
const uint16_t UDP_LOCAL_PORT = 8051;
//send port
String data = "";
//string to build data in
byte* message;
//message buffer
char packetBuffer[UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE];
// buffer to hold incoming packet
WiFiUDP UDP;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
//Serial.setTimeout(100);
pinMode(D0,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(D0,HIGH);
start_server();
UDP.begin(UDP_LOCAL_PORT);
// two way handshake:
String test = "no";
while (test != "yes\n")
{
send_packet_multiple("ready\n");
test = receive_packet_str();

//baudrate
//100ms timeout for UART
//make LED output
//turn off LED
//begin the server
//open the UDP port

//assume not connected
// until we get yes back
// ask client if ready
// get response
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}
String temp = "";
while (1){
if( temp == "yes")
brake;
Serial.print("Ready\n");
delay(100);
if (Serial.available() > 0)
temp = Serial.readStringUntil(delimiter);
}
Serial.print("go\n");

digitalWrite(D0, LOW);

// Power LED to show connection

}
void loop() {
receive_packet_multiple();
send_packet_multiple();

//checks for received packets
//sends packets

/* //for testing speed
send_packet_multiple("test");
*/
}
//void start_udp() //not needed for the HOST
//{
// UDP.begin(UDP_LOCAL_PORT);
//}
void send_packet_multiple(){
//send one packet multiple characters
if (Serial.available() > 0) {
data = Serial.readStringUntil(delimiter);
//read as string use read for ints
data+=delimiter;
//re add delimiter for main microcontroller
message = new byte[data.length()+1];
//create buffer
data.getBytes(message,data.length()+1);
//convert string to byte
message[data.length()] =0;
//add terminator
UDP.beginPacket(IP_client, UDP_REMOTE_PORT); //start packet
UDP.write(message,data.length()+1);
//write body of packet
UDP.endPacket();
//finish and send packet
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delete[] message;
}

//delete buffer space to free memory

}
void send_packet_multiple(String str ){

//send one packet multiple characters

message = new byte[str.length()+1];
//create buffer
str.getBytes(message,str.length()+1);
//convert string to byte
message[str.length()] =0;
//add terminator
UDP.beginPacket(IP_client, UDP_REMOTE_PORT); //start packet
UDP.write(message,str.length()+1);
//write body of packet
UDP.endPacket();
//finish and send packet
delete[] message;

//delete buffer space to free memory

}
void receive_packet_multiple(){
//receive packet with multiple bytes of data
int packetSize = UDP.parsePacket();
//get packet size
if (packetSize > 0){
//if packet exists
UDP.read(packetBuffer, UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE); //place packet body in buffer
Serial.print(packetBuffer);
}
}
String receive_packet_str(){
//receive packet with multiple bytes of data
int packetSize = UDP.parsePacket();
//get packet size
if (packetSize > 0){//if packet exists
UDP.read(packetBuffer, UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE); //place packet body in buffer
return(packetBuffer);
}
else
return("no");
}
void start_server()
{
WiFi.softAPConfig (IP_client2, IP_host, subnet);
WiFi.softAP(ssid,password);
//create an accesspoint
}
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ANKLE MOTOR
ADC_328p.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: ADC_328p.h
// DESC: Analog-to-Digital Converter Interface Header File
//
Wrapper module for I2C and Motor Control
// DEPS: none
// NOTE:
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef ADC_328P
#define ADC_328P
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 8 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef F_CPU
#define F_CPU 8000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/sfr_defs.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
//******************************************************
// ADC Port Constants
//******************************************************
#define ADC_DDR DDRC
#define ADC_PIN PINC
#define ADC_PRT PORTC
#define ADC0 PORTC0
#define ADC1 PORTC1
//******************************************************
// ADC Interface Macros
// replace functions w/ macros for quicker run time
//******************************************************
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// macros to set which ADC channel to read from - they must be set as output 1st
#define read_from_ADC0()
ADMUX &= ~(0x0F)
#define read_from_ADC1()
ADMUX = (ADMUX & ~(0x0F)) | (1<<MUX0)
#define start_conversion()
#define wait_conversion()

ADCSRA |= (1 << ADSC)
while(bit_is_clear(ADCSRA, ADIF))

//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
void init_adc();
#endif /* ADC_328P */

ADC_328p.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: motor_controller.c
// DESC: Motor Controller Source Code (I2C/PWM)
//
Wrapper module for I2C and Motor Control
// DEPS: motor_controller.h
// NOTE: Use with TB9051FTG H-Bridge ONLY
// NOTE: Converting to VNH5019 H-Bridge
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include "ADC_328p.h"
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_adc()
// Initialize the ADC module in the ATmega328p
{
ADC_DDR &= ~((1<<ADC0) | (1<<ADC1)); // set PC0 and PC1 as INPUT
DIDR0 &= ~((1<<ADC0D) | (1<<ADC1D)); // disable digital input on ADC 0 & 1 pins
// set reference to internal AVCC
ADMUX = (ADMUX & ~(1<<REFS1)) | (1<<REFS0);
// right-adjust data
ADMUX &= ~(1<<ADLAR);
// set ADC0 as ADCpin
read_from_ADC0();
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//set ADC prescalar of 128
ADCSRA |= (1<<ADPS2) | (1<<ADPS1) | (1<<ADPS0);
// free running mode
ADCSRB &= ~((1<<ADTS2) | (1<<ADTS1) | (1<<ADTS0));
// enable ADC
ADCSRA |= (1<<ADEN);
}

I2C_SLAVE.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: I2C_slave.h
// DESC: I2C Slave Header File for ATmega328p
// DEPS: none
// NOTE: Function Definitions in I2C_slave.c
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef I2C_SLAVE_H
#define I2C_SLAVE_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 8 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef F_CPU
#define F_CPU 8000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <util/twi.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
//******************************************************
// I2C Buffers
//******************************************************
volatile uint8_t buffer_address;
volatile uint8_t I2C_Buffer[256]; // 0x00 to 0xFF
//******************************************************
// I2C slave functions and macros
//******************************************************
void init_I2C_slave(uint8_t address);
ISR(TWI_vect); // I2C Interrupt
// Stop using the ATmega as an I2C slave device
#define stop_I2C_slave() TWCR &= ~((1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN))
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#endif // I2C_SLAVE_H

I2C_SLAVE.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: I2C_slave.c
// DESC: I2C Slave Source File for ATmega328p
// DEPS: I2C_slave.h
// NOTE: Header file is I2C_slave.h
//
*** ISR is still in debug mode ***
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include "I2C_slave.h"
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_I2C_slave(uint8_t address)
// Initialize the ATmega as I2C slave device
// User must provide the 7-bit device address
{
PORTC |= (1<<PORTC5) | (1<<PORTC4);
// load address into TWI address register
TWAR = (address << 1);

// set the TWCR to enable address matching and enable TWI, clear TWINT, enable TWI interr
upt
TWCR = (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN);

// Clear I2C Buffers
uint16_t i;
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)
I2C_Buffer[i] = 0x00;
}
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ISR(TWI_vect)
// I2C Interrupt Service Routine
{
cli();
// temporary stores the received data
uint8_t data;
// own address has been acknowledged
if( (TWSR & 0xF8) == TW_SR_SLA_ACK ){
buffer_address = 0xFF;
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to receive next byte and acknowledge
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN);
}
else if( (TWSR & 0xF8) == TW_SR_DATA_ACK ){ // data has been received in slave receiver mo
de
// save the received byte inside data
data = TWDR;
// check whether an address has already been transmitted or not
if(buffer_address == 0xFF){
buffer_address = data;
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to receive next byte and acknowledge
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN);
}
else{ // if a data byte has already been received
// store the data at the current address
//rxbuffer[buffer_address] = data;
I2C_Buffer[buffer_address] = data;
// increment the buffer address
buffer_address++;
// if there is still enough space inside the buffer
if(buffer_address < 0xFF){
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to receive next byte and acknowledge
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN);
}
else{
// Don't acknowledge
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TWCR &= ~(1<<TWEA);
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to receive last byte.
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN);
}
}
}
else if( ((TWSR & 0xF8) == TW_ST_DATA_ACK) || ((TWSR & 0xF8) == 0xA8) ){ // device has be
en addressed to be a transmitter
// copy data from TWDR to the temporary memory
data = TWDR;
// if no buffer read address has been sent yet
if( buffer_address == 0xFF ){
buffer_address = data;
}
// copy the specified buffer address into the TWDR register for transmission
//TWDR = txbuffer[buffer_address];
TWDR = I2C_Buffer[buffer_address];
// increment buffer read address
buffer_address++;
// if there is another buffer address that can be sent
if(buffer_address < 0xFF){
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to send next byte and receive acknowledge
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN);
}
else{
// Don't acknowledge
TWCR &= ~(1<<TWEA);
// clear TWI interrupt flag, prepare to receive last byte.
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN);
}
}
else{
TWDR = 0x69;
// if none of the above apply prepare TWI to be addressed again
TWCR |= (1<<TWIE) | (1<<TWEA) | (1<<TWEN);
}
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sei();
}

MOTOR_CONTROLLER.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: motor_controller.h
// DESC: Motor Controller Header File (I2C/PWM)
//
Wrapper module for I2C and Motor Control
// DEPS: I2C_slave.h, drive_motor.h
// NOTE: Use with TB9051FTG H-Bridge ONLY
// NOTE: Converting to VNH5019 H-Bridge
//
Please update DEV_ADDR for each motor driver
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef MOTOR_CONTROLLER_H
#define MOTOR_CONTROLLER_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 8 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef F_CPU
#define F_CPU 8000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#include <util/twi.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#include "I2C_slave.h"
#include "ADC_328p.h"
//******************************************************
// PWM Frequency (Fast PWM, TOP set at ICR1)
//******************************************************
#define PWM_FREQ 16000UL //20k upper limit
#define PWM_PRESCL 1
#define ICR_VAL (F_CPU/PWM_PRESCL)/PWM_FREQ-1
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#if PWM_PRESCL == 1
#define pwm1_on() TCCR1B = (TCCR1B & ~((1<<CS12)|(1<<CS11))) | (1<<CS10)
#elif PWM_PRESCL == 8
#define pwm1_on() TCCR1B = (TCCR1B & ~((1<<CS12)|(1<<CS10))) | (1<<CS11)
#elif PWM_PRESCL == 64
#define pwm1_on() TCCR1B = (TCCR1B & ~((1<<CS12))) | (1<<CS11) | (1<<CS10)
#elif PWM_PRESCL == 256
#define pwm1_on() TCCR1B = (TCCR1B & ~((1<<CS11)|(1<<CS10))) | (1<<CS12)
#elif PWM_PRESCL == 1024
#define pwm1_on() TCCR1B = (TCCR1B & ~((1<<CS11))) | (1<<CS12) | (1<<CS10)
#endif
#define pwm1_off() TCCR1B &= ~((1<<CS12)|(1<<CS11)|(1<<CS10))
//******************************************************
// PWM inputs
//******************************************************
#define PWM0A PORTD6
#define PWM0B PORTD5
#define PWM1A PORTB1
#define PWM1B PORTB2
#define PWM2A PORTB3
#define PWM2B PORTD3
//******************************************************
// H-Bridge INA, INB inputs
//******************************************************
#define INA_DDR DDRB
#define INA_PIN PINB
#define INA_PRT PORTB
#define INA
PORTB3
#define INB_DDR DDRB
#define INB_PIN PINB
#define INB_PRT PORTB
#define INB
PORTB4
#define set_motor_sig_out() INA_DDR |= (1<<INA) | (1<<INB)
#define drive_ccw()
INA_PRT = (INA_PRT & ~(1<<INB)) | (1<<INA)
#define drive_cw()
INB_PRT = (INB_PRT & ~(1<<INA)) | (1<<INB)
#define drive_coast()
INA_PRT &= ~((1<<INA) | (1<<INB))
#define drive_brake()
INA_PRT |= (1<<INA) | (1<<INB)
//******************************************************
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// Encoder (from the Motor) Inputs
//******************************************************
#define ENCODER_A
PORTD2 // INT 0
#define ENCODER_B
PORTD3 // INT 1
#define ENCODER_DDR
DDRD
#define ENCODER_PRT
PORTD
#define ENCODER_PIN
PIND
#define ENCODER_A_INT
INT0_vect
#define ENCODER_B_INT
INT1_vect
//******************************************************
// Quadrature Encoder Constants
//******************************************************
#define COUNT_PER_TURN 48.0 // CPR for the encoder - from data sheet
//#define COUNT_PER_REV 34.014 // exact gear ratio from data sheet for 33:1
#define COUNT_PER_REV
98.78 // exact gear ratio from data sheet for 99:1
#define ONE_FULL_TURN
COUNT_PER_TURN * COUNT_PER_REV
#define encoder_ena_int() EIMSK |= (1<<INT1) | (1<<INT0)
#define encoder_dis_int() EIMSK &= ~((1<<INT1) | (1<<INT0))
#define clear_encoder_reg() COUNT_A = 0; COUNT_B = 0
//******************************************************
// Motor Direction Options
//******************************************************
#define COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O 1
// counterclockwise in front of the motor (out of the pag
e)
#define CLOCKWISE_O
2
// clockwise in front of the motor (out of the page)
#define COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X 2
#define CLOCKWISE_X

1

// counterclockwise behind the motor (into the page)

// clockwise behind the motor (into the page)

//******************************************************
// ADC Constants
//******************************************************
#define OFFSET
30 // zeroing tolerance - how far from zero is acceptable
//******************************************************
// Ankle Device Information
//******************************************************
#define DEV_ADDR
0x22 // device address for this particular Atmega328p: L1 = 21; L2 = 22
; L3 = 23; R1 = 31; R2 = 32; R3 = 33
#define WHO_AM_I
0x0F // WHO AM I: for checking if this device is alive
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#define WHO_AM_I_RET 0x57
//******************************************************
// Motor Configuration Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG
0x10
#define MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_L 0x11
#define MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_H 0x12
#define MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG
0x13
#define MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG 0x14
//******************************************************
// Motor Modes
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_CONTINUOUS_MODE 5 // drive motor //continuous mode now 5 was 0
#define MOTOR_SERVO_MODE
1 // uses drive_motor_position
#define MOTOR_ZERO_MODE
2 // the motor will restore itself to zero position
#define MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE
3 // hard brake
#define MOTOR_COAST_MODE
4 // for heel strike
//******************************************************
// Encoder Output Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_1 0x15
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_2 0x16
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_3 0x17
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_4 0x18
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_1
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_2
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_3
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_4

0x19
0x20
0x21
0x22

//******************************************************
// Other Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_ON_DONE
0x23
//******************************************************
// Global variables
//******************************************************
// Encoder counts
volatile uint32_t COUNT_A;
volatile uint32_t COUNT_B;
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volatile uint16_t MOTOR_DEGREE;
volatile uint8_t MOTOR_SPEED;
volatile uint8_t MOTOR_DIR;
volatile uint16_t ADCValue;
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
// motor controller
void init_motor_controller(void);
void motor_loop(void);
void motor_turn_on(void);
void motor_brake(void);
void motor_coast(void);
// drive motor
void init_motor(void);
void drive_motor(uint8_t drive, uint8_t dir);
void drive_motor_position(void);
void drive_motor_continuous(void);
void zero_motor(void);
ISR (ENCODER_A_INT);
ISR (ENCODER_B_INT);
#endif

MOTOR_CONTROLLER.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: motor_controller.c
// DESC: Motor Controller Source Code (I2C/PWM)
//
Wrapper module for I2C and Motor Control
// DEPS: motor_controller.h
// NOTE: Use with TB9051FTG H-Bridge ONLY
// NOTE: Converting to VNH5019 H-Bridge
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include "motor_controller.h"
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//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_motor_controller(void)
// Initialize motor controller w/ device address (defined in motor_controller.h)
// Set up initial state of some registers & the motor
{
// Setup I2C ATmega Device Address
init_I2C_slave(DEV_ADDR);
I2C_Buffer[WHO_AM_I] = WHO_AM_I_RET;
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
// Setup Motor - originally off
motor_brake();
init_motor();
}
void motor_loop(void)
// Handles the instruction from the I2C master device
// Stores encoder values in case I2C master request this info
{
if(I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] == MOTOR_CONTINUOUS_MODE){
motor_turn_on();
drive_motor_continuous();
}
else if(I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] == MOTOR_SERVO_MODE){
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
motor_turn_on();
drive_motor_position();
//set Motor mode config back to default to stop motor otherwise might restart next
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
}
else if(I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] == MOTOR_ZERO_MODE){
zero_motor();
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
}
else if(I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] == MOTOR_COAST_MODE){
motor_coast();
}
else{
motor_brake();
}
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// store encoder counts for I2C request
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_A_OUT_1] = COUNT_A;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_A_OUT_2] = COUNT_A >> 8;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_A_OUT_3] = COUNT_A >> 16;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_A_OUT_4] = COUNT_A >> 24;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_B_OUT_1] = COUNT_B;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_B_OUT_2] = COUNT_B >> 8;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_B_OUT_3] = COUNT_B >> 16;
I2C_Buffer[ENCODER_B_OUT_4] = COUNT_B >> 24;
}
void motor_turn_on(void)
// Turn on the motor with no feedback
// NOTE: Feedback is handled using drive_motor_continuous(), drive_motor_position(), or zero
_motor()
{
MOTOR_SPEED = I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG];
MOTOR_DEGREE = (I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_H] << 8) | I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DE
GREE_CONFIG_L];
MOTOR_DIR = I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG];
pwm1_on(); // enable Timer 1
}
void motor_brake(void)
// Put the motor in hard braking mode
{
drive_brake();
pwm1_off(); // disable Timer 1
OCR1A = 400; // according to Arduino library, this is max brake
// refer to setM1Brake() function
}
void motor_coast(void)
// Put the motor in coasting mode
{
drive_coast();
pwm1_off(); // disable Timer 1
OCR1A = 0;
}
void init_motor(void)
// Initialize the motor to work w/ PWM in Timer 1
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// NOTE: Call motor_turn_on() to turn the motor
{
// Set up the PWM in Timer 1 as output
DDRB |= (1 << PWM1A);
// Set INA/INB (motor direction control) as OUTPUT
set_motor_sig_out();
// Set Timer 1 in Fast PWM Mode with ICR1 as TOP
// Also set OC1A/B on Compare Match, clear at BOTTOM
TCCR1A = (1<<WGM11)| (1<<COM1A1) | (1<<COM1B1);
TCCR1B = (1<<WGM13) | (1<<WGM12);
// Set TOP to run PWM frequency (PWM_FREQ) selected in drive_motor.h
uint16_t icr_temp = ICR_VAL;
ICR1 = icr_temp;
//set servo_done to zero to signify that the next servo task isn't complete
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_ON_DONE] = 0;
}
void drive_motor(uint8_t drive, uint8_t dir)
// Given a speed % and direction, set up the motor for operation
// NOTE: Call motor_turn_on() to run the motor beforehand
//
Please refer to motor_controller.c for more info
{
uint16_t pwm_speed = drive / 100.0 * ICR_VAL;
OCR1A = pwm_speed;
if(dir == COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O)
drive_ccw();
else if(dir == CLOCKWISE_O)
drive_cw();
}
void drive_motor_continuous(void)
// I2C version of drive_motor
// uses I2C registers: MOTOR_DIR and MOTOR_SPEED
// same note as above
{
uint16_t pwm_speed = MOTOR_SPEED / 100.0 * ICR_VAL;
OCR1A = pwm_speed;
if(MOTOR_DIR == COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O) drive_ccw();
else if(MOTOR_DIR == CLOCKWISE_O)
drive_cw();
}
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void drive_motor_position(void)
// Enable quadrature interrupts & give settings to stop after reaching desired angle
{
// COUNT_A = 0;
// COUNT_B = 0;
// clear encoder registers
clear_encoder_reg();
// set encoder ports as INPUT
ENCODER_DDR &= ~((1<<ENCODER_A) | (1<<ENCODER_B));
// set interrupts for encoder on all logical change
EICRA = (1<<ISC10) | (1<<ISC00);
// enable the external & global interrupts
encoder_ena_int();
sei();
pwm1_on();
uint32_t count_max = MOTOR_DEGREE /360.0 * ONE_FULL_TURN;
drive_motor(MOTOR_SPEED, MOTOR_DIR);

//while the collective count has not reached count max
while ((COUNT_A + COUNT_B) < count_max );

// turn off motor after rotation angle achieved
drive_brake();
OCR1A = 400;
_delay_us(100);
// delay needed to avoid over-rotation
// reset relevant motor control registers
MOTOR_SPEED = 0;
MOTOR_DEGREE = 0;
MOTOR_DIR = 0;
// reset I2C motor control registers
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG] = 0;
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_H] = 0;
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_L] = 0;
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG] = CLOCKWISE_X;
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
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// disable the external interrupts
encoder_dis_int();
// clear encoder registers
clear_encoder_reg();
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_ON_DONE] = 1;
}
void zero_motor(void)
// Allows the motor to be put in a reference position
// Uses a potentiometer (ADC) to set this position
{
uint8_t i;
read_from_ADC0();
pwm1_on(); // turn on motor
while(1){
ADCValue = 0;
// sample ADC value 10 times
for (i = 0; i < 10 ; i++){
start_conversion();
wait_conversion();
ADCValue += ADC & 0x03FF; // grab only the 10 bits
}
ADCValue /= i;

// software averaging - divide by 10 (since there are 10 samples)

/* THERE IS A WINDOW FOR ZERO - THAT'S WHAT THE "OFFSET" IS FOR */
/* IF YOU DON'T, IT WILL JITTER */
// if potentiometer is greater than 50% + some offset => drive forward
if(ADCValue > (512 + OFFSET)){ // over half
drive_motor(20,COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X); // motor forward
}
// if potentiometer is less than 50% + some offset => drive backward
else if(ADCValue < (512 - OFFSET)){
drive_motor(20,CLOCKWISE_X); // motor backward
}
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// this is when the ADC value is in the window (i.e. zero reached) => turn off motor
else
{
drive_motor(0,CLOCKWISE_X);
//turn off motor
OCR1A = 0;
pwm1_off(); // disable motor
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG] = MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE;
read_from_ADC1();
I2C_Buffer[MOTOR_ON_DONE] = 1;
return;
}
}

}
ISR (ENCODER_A_INT)
// Interrupt Service Routine for Encoder A
{
cli();
EIFR &= ~(1<<INTF0); // clear interrupt flag
COUNT_A++;
sei();
}
ISR (ENCODER_B_INT)
// Interrupt Service Routine for Encoder B
{
cli();
EIFR &= ~(1<<INTF1); // clear interrupt flag
COUNT_B++;
sei();
}

UART_328p.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: UART_328p.h
// DESC: UART Library for ATmega328p
// DEPS: none
// NOTE: Only performs read & redirects printf()
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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#ifndef UART_328P_H
#define UART_328P_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 8 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef F_CPU
#define F_CPU 8000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/sfr_defs.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
//******************************************************
// Baud Rate Definition
//******************************************************
#define BAUD 9600
#define BRGVAL (F_CPU/16/BAUD) - 1
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
void init_UART(void);
int uart_putchar(char c, FILE *stream);
//******************************************************
// File Object for printf() redirection for UART
//******************************************************
FILE str_uart = FDEV_SETUP_STREAM(uart_putchar, NULL , _FDEV_SETUP_WRITE);
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_UART(void)
// Initialize the UART module
{
//Set baud rate
uint16_t baud_rate = BRGVAL;
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UBRR0H = baud_rate >> 8;
UBRR0L = baud_rate & 0xFF;
//Enable receiver and transmitter
UCSR0B = (1 << RXEN0) | (1 << TXEN0);
// Set frame format: 8-bit data, no parity, 1-stop bit
UCSR0C = (1 << UCSZ00) | (1 << UCSZ01);
// Redirect stdout for printf() to str_uart
stdout = &str_uart;
}
int uart_putchar(char c, FILE *stream)
// Retrieve a character from the UART receive port
{
while(bit_is_clear(UCSR0A, UDRE0)); // Wait until buffer empty
UDR0 = c;
// Put data into buffer
return 0;
}
#endif

MAIN.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.h
// DESC: Main Header File
// DEPS: I2C_slave.h, UART_328p.h,
//
motor_controller.h, ADC_328p.h
// NOTE: none
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef MAIN_H
#define MAIN_H
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#include <util/twi.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
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#include "I2C_slave.h"
#include "UART_328p.h"
#include "motor_controller.h"
#include "ADC_328p.h"
float getAndCurrent()
{
uint8_t i;
ADCValue = 0;
// sample ADC value 10 times
for (i = 0; i < 10 ; i++){
start_conversion();
wait_conversion();
ADCValue += ADC & 0x03FF; // grab only the 10 bits
}
ADCValue /= i; // software averaging - divide by 10 (since there are 10 samples)
return(ADCValue/1024.0 *35.7 *100);
}
#endif /* MAIN_H */

MAIN.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.c
// DESC: Main Source Code
// DEPS: main.h
// NOTE: Top module for the ATmega328p
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries and Macro Definitions
//******************************************************
#define F_CPU 8000000UL
#include "lib/main.h"
//******************************************************
// Main Function
//******************************************************
int main(void){
// Variables
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//*** DEBUG ***//
init_UART();
//debug_pwm();
//*** DEBUG ***//
// Initialization
init_motor_controller();
sei();
init_adc();

while (1) {
motor_loop();
//float adcout = getAndCurrent();
//printf("Current = %d.%dA\r\n", (int)(adcout/100), ((int)adcout%100));///1024.0 *35.7 );
}
}

DCP-DSPIC33F
I2C_33f.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: i2c_33f.h
// DESC: I2C Master Library for dsPIC33
// DEPS: PIC24/dsPIC Peripheral Libraries v2.00
// NOTE: Top module for controller: motor_controller.h
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef I2C_33F_H
#define I2C_33F_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 40 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef FCY
#define FCY 40000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
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// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include <i2c.h>
//******************************************************
// Clock Rate Definitions
//******************************************************
#define FSCL1 100000UL // 100 KHz - normal mode
#define I2C1_BRG ((FCY/FSCL1 - FCY/1111111) - 1)
#define FSCL2 100000UL // 100 KHz - normal mode
#define I2C2_BRG ((FCY/FSCL2 - FCY/1111111) - 1)
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
void init_I2C1(void);
char I2C1_ReadReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr);
void I2C1_ReadReg1(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char *data);
void I2C1_WriteReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char value);
void init_I2C2(void);
char I2C2_ReadReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr);
void I2C2_ReadReg1(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char *data);
void I2C2_WriteReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char value);
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_I2C1(void)
// Initialized I2C Module 1 with default configuration
// Clock Rate is defined above (FSCL1)
{
unsigned int I2C1config1 = I2C1_ON & I2C1_IDLE_CON & I2C1_CLK_HLD &
I2C1_IPMI_DIS & I2C1_7BIT_ADD &
I2C1_SLW_DIS & I2C1_SM_DIS &
I2C1_GCALL_DIS & I2C1_STR_DIS &
I2C1_NACK & I2C1_ACK_DIS & I2C1_RCV_DIS &
I2C1_STOP_DIS & I2C1_RESTART_DIS &
I2C1_START_DIS;
unsigned int I2C1config2 = I2C1_BRG;
OpenI2C1(I2C1config1, I2C1config2);
}
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char I2C1_ReadReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr)
// Read from an I2C slave register address in I2C Module 1 and returns a single byte
{
char data = 0;
uint8_t SADW = (slave_addr << 1); // slave address with WRITE
uint8_t SADR = SADW | 0x01;
// slave address with READ
StartI2C1();
// Send START condition
while(I2C1CONbits.SEN); // Wait until START condition is over
if(MasterWriteI2C1(SADW) != 0) while(1);
// Send slave address with WRITE
if(MasterWriteI2C1(reg_addr) != 0) while(1); // Send register address
RestartI2C1(); // Send REPEATED START condition
while(I2C1CONbits.RSEN); // Wait until REPEATED START condition is over
MasterWriteI2C1(SADR); // Send slave address with READ
data = MasterReadI2C1(); // Retrieve data from register
NotAckI2C1(); // Send NACK condition
StopI2C1(); // Send STOP condition
__delay_us(100);
return data;
}
void I2C1_ReadReg1(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char *data)
// Read from an I2C slave register address in I2C Module 1
// Returns the byte into a passed argument (3rd argument)
{
*data = I2C1_ReadReg(slave_addr, reg_addr);
}
void I2C1_WriteReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char value)
// Write a single byte (3rd argument) to an I2C slave register in I2C Module 1
{
uint8_t SADW = (slave_addr << 1); // slave address with WRITE
StartI2C1();
// Send START condition
while(I2C1CONbits.SEN); // Wait until START condition is over
if(MasterWriteI2C1(SADW) != 0) while(1);
// Send slave address with WRITE
if(MasterWriteI2C1(reg_addr) != 0) while(1); // Send register address
if(MasterWriteI2C1(value) != 0) while(1);
// Send value
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StopI2C1(); // Send STOP condition
__delay_us(100);
}
void init_I2C2(void)
// Initialized I2C Module 2 with default configuration
// Clock Rate is defined above (FSCL2)
{
unsigned int I2C2config1 = I2C2_ON & I2C2_IDLE_CON & I2C2_CLK_HLD &
I2C2_IPMI_DIS& I2C2_7BIT_ADD &
I2C2_SLW_DIS & I2C2_SM_DIS &
I2C2_GCALL_DIS & I2C2_STR_DIS &
I2C2_NACK & I2C2_ACK_DIS & I2C2_RCV_DIS &
I2C2_STOP_DIS & I2C2_RESTART_DIS &
I2C2_START_DIS;
unsigned int I2C1config2 = I2C2_BRG;
OpenI2C2(I2C2config1, I2C1config2);
}
char I2C2_ReadReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr)
// Read from an I2C slave register address in I2C Module 2 and returns a single byte
{
char data = 0;
uint8_t SADW = (slave_addr << 1); // slave address with WRITE
uint8_t SADR = SADW | 0x01;
// slave address with READ
StartI2C2();
// Send START condition
while(I2C2CONbits.SEN); // Wait until START condition is over
if(MasterWriteI2C2(SADW) != 0) while(1);
// Send slave address with WRITE
if(MasterWriteI2C2(reg_addr) != 0) while(1); // Send register address
RestartI2C2();
// Send REPEATED START condition
while(I2C2CONbits.RSEN); // Wait until REPEATED START condition is over
MasterWriteI2C2(SADR); // Send slave address with READ
data = MasterReadI2C2(); // Retrieve data from register
NotAckI2C2(); // Send NACK condition
StopI2C2(); // Send STOP condition
__delay_us(100);
return data;
}
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void I2C2_ReadReg1(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char *data)
// Read from an I2C slave register address in I2C Module 2
// Returns the byte into a passed argument (3rd argument)
{
*data = I2C2_ReadReg(slave_addr, reg_addr);
}
void I2C2_WriteReg(char slave_addr, char reg_addr, char value)
// Write a single byte (3rd argument) to an I2C slave register in I2C Module 2
{
uint8_t SADW = (slave_addr << 1); // slave address with WRITE
StartI2C2();
// Send START condition
while(I2C2CONbits.SEN); // Wait until START condition is over
if(MasterWriteI2C2(SADW) != 0) while(1);
// Send slave address with WRITE
if(MasterWriteI2C2(reg_addr) != 0) while(1); // Send register address
if(MasterWriteI2C2(value) != 0) while(1);
// Send value
StopI2C2(); // Send STOP condition
__delay_us(100);
}
#endif

LSM6DS33.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: LSM6DS33.h
// DESC: LSM6DS33 Acc/Gyro Library for dsPIC33
// DEPS: i2c_33f.h, uart_33f.h
// NOTE: Only two available I2C Device Address: 6A, 6B
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef LSM6DS33_H
#define LSM6DS33_H
//******************************************************
// Debugging Options
//******************************************************
#define IMU_DEBUG_PRINT 1
//******************************************************
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// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include <libpic30.h>
#include "i2c_33f.h"
#if IMU_DEBUG_PRINT
#include "uart_33f.h"
#endif
//******************************************************
// Select I2C Module to use - 1 or 2 (defaults to 2)
//******************************************************
#define IMU_I2C_MOD 1
//******************************************************
// Device (Slave) Address
//******************************************************
#define SA0_LOW
0
#define LSM6DS33_SAD SA0_LOW ? 0x6A : 0x6B
//******************************************************
// Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define FUNC_CFG_ACCESS 0x01
#define FIFO_CTRL1
0x06
#define FIFO_CTRL2
0x07
#define FIFO_CTRL3
0x08
#define FIFO_CTRL4
0x09
#define FIFO_CTRL5
0x0A
#define ORIENT_CFG_G
0x0B
#define INT1_CTRL
0x0D
#define INT2_CTRL
0x0E
#define LSM6DS33_WHO_AM_I 0x0F
#define CTRL1_XL
#define CTRL2_G
#define CTRL3_C
#define CTRL4_C
#define CTRL5_C
#define CTRL6_C
#define CTRL7_G
#define CTRL8_XL
#define CTRL9_XL

0x10
0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x15
0x16
0x17
0x18
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#define CTRL10_C 0x19
#define WAKE_UP_SRC 0x1B
#define TAP_SRC 0x1C
#define D6D_SRC 0x1D
#define STATUS_REG 0x1E
// Temperature Sensor
#define OUT_TEMP_L 0x20
#define OUT_TEMP_H 0x21
// Angular Rate
#define OUTX_L_G
#define OUTX_H_G
#define OUTY_L_G
#define OUTY_H_G
#define OUTZ_L_G
#define OUTZ_H_G

0x22
0x23
0x24
0x25
0x26
0x27

// Linear Acceleration
#define OUTX_L_XL 0x28
#define OUTX_H_XL 0x29
#define OUTY_L_XL 0x2A
#define OUTY_H_XL 0x2B
#define OUTZ_L_XL 0x2C
#define OUTZ_H_XL 0x2D
// Other Registers - Unused ATM
#define FIFO_STATUS1
0x3A
#define FIFO_STATUS2
0x3B
#define FIFO_STATUS3
0x3C
#define FIFO_STATUS4
0x3D
#define FIFO_DATA_OUT_L 0x3E
#define FIFO_DATA_OUT_H 0x3F
#define TIMESTAMP0_REG 0x40
#define TIMESTAMP1_REG 0x41
#define TIMESTAMP2_REG 0x42
#define STEP_TIMESTAMP_L 0x49
#define STEP_TIMESTAMP_H 0x4A
#define STEP_COUNTER_L 0x4B
#define STEP_COUNTER_H 0x4C
#define FUNC_SRC
0x53
#define TAP_CFG
0x58
#define TAP_THS_6D
0x59
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#define INT_DUR2
#define WAKE_UP_THS
#define WAKE_UP_DUR
#define FREE_FALL
#define MD1_CFG
#define MD2_CFG

0x5A
0x5B
0x5C
0x5D
0x5E
0x5F

//******************************************************
// WHO_AM_I expected return value
//******************************************************
#define LSM6DS33_DEV_ID 0x69
//******************************************************
// Leg Position, Stance Status, & Related Macros
//******************************************************
// Location in the packed byte
#define POS1 0 // Leg Position 1
#define POS2 3 // Leg Position 2
#define SS_LOC 6 // SS flag bit location
#define DS_LOC 7 // DS flag bit location
// Leg Position
#define LEG0
#define LEG1
#define LEG2
#define LEG3
#define LEG4
#define LEG5

0
1
2
3
4
5

// Single/Double Stance Flags
#define SS (1 << SS_LOC)
#define DS (1 << DS_LOC)
// Retrieve leg position from packed byte
#define leg_pos1(data) data & 0x07
// used in SS & DS
#define leg_pos2(data) (data >> 3) & 0x07 // used only for DS
#define PI 3.14
#define ms2_1g 9.79642
#define gconv_2g .000061
#define ms2conv_2g gconv_2g * ms2_1g
#define radtodeg 180 / PI
//******************************************************
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// Global Variables (for IMU)
//******************************************************
int x_acc, y_acc, z_acc;
int x_ang, y_ang, z_ang;
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
void init_LSM6DS33(void);
void check_imu_alive(void);
void imu_read_data(int *x_acc, int *y_acc, int *z_acc, int *x_ang, int *y_ang, int *z_ang);
void acc_read_data(int *x_acc, int *y_acc, int *z_acc);
void gyro_read_data(int *x_ang, int *y_ang, int *z_ang);
#define collect_imu_data() imu_read_data(&x_acc, &y_acc, &z_acc, &x_ang, &y_ang, &z_an
g)
#define collect_acc_data() acc_read_data(&x_acc, &y_acc, &z_acc)
#define collect_gyro_data() gyro_read_data(&x_ang, &y_ang, &z_ang)
void debugLeg(uint8_t *leg_pos);
void detectLeg(uint8_t *leg_pos);
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void init_LSM6DS33(void)
// Initialize the IMU with default configuration & for speed
{
uint8_t config;
// 1.66 kHz, 2 g full scale for ACCELEROMETER
config = (0b1000 << 4) | (0b00 << 2);
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
I2C1_WriteReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, CTRL1_XL, config);
#else
I2C2_WriteReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, CTRL1_XL, config);
#endif
// 1.66 kHz, 125 dps full scale for GYROSCOPE
config = (0b1000 << 4) | (0b00 << 2) | (0b1 << 1);
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
I2C1_WriteReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, CTRL2_G, config);
#else
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I2C2_WriteReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, CTRL2_G, config);
#endif
}
void check_imu_alive(void)
// Check WHO_AM_I if IMU is alive & connects to I2C
{
char temp = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, LSM6DS33_WHO_AM_I);
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
while(temp != LSM6DS33_DEV_ID){
#if IMU_DEBUG_PRINT
printf("IMU FAILED AT WHO AM I\r\nActual:%d\r\n", temp);
#endif
temp = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, LSM6DS33_WHO_AM_I);
}
#else
while(I2C2_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, LSM6DS33_WHO_AM_I) != LSM6DS33_DEV_ID)
#if IMU_DEBUG_PRINT
putsUART2((unsigned int*)"IMU FAILED AT WHO AM I");
#endif
#endif
}
void imu_read_data(int *x_acc, int *y_acc, int *z_acc, int *x_ang, int *y_ang, int *z_ang)
// Read acc/gyro data from the IMU using I2C
{
unsigned char data[12], i = 0;
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
for(; i < 12; i++)
data[i] = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_G + i));
#else
for(; i < 12; i++)
data[i] = I2C2_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_G + i));
#endif
// Calculate the actual acc/gyro data
*x_ang = (data[1] << 8) | data[0];
*y_ang = (data[3] << 8) | data[2];
*z_ang = (data[5] << 8) | data[4];
*x_acc = (data[7] << 8) | data[6];
*y_acc = (data[9] << 8) | data[8];
*z_acc = (data[11] << 8) | data[10];
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}
void acc_read_data(int *x_acc, int *y_acc, int *z_acc)
// Read acc data from the IMU using I2C
{
unsigned char accs[6], i = 0;
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
for(; i < 6; i++)
accs[i] = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_XL + i));
#else
for(; i < 6; i++)
accs[i] = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_XL + i));
#endif
*x_acc = (accs[1] << 8) | accs[0];
*y_acc = (accs[3] << 8) | accs[2];
*z_acc = (accs[5] << 8) | accs[4];
}
void gyro_read_data(int *x_ang, int *y_ang, int *z_ang)
// Read gyro data from the IMU using I2C
{
unsigned char angs[6], i = 0;
#if IMU_I2C_MOD == 1
for(; i < 12; i++)
angs[i] = I2C1_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_G + i));
#else
for(; i < 12; i++)
angs[i] = I2C2_ReadReg(LSM6DS33_SAD, (OUTX_L_G + i));
#endif
*x_ang = (angs[1] << 8) | angs[0];
*y_ang = (angs[3] << 8) | angs[2];
*z_ang = (angs[5] << 8) | angs[4];
}
void debugLeg(uint8_t *leg_pos)
// Debug the position/stance of the leg
// Return using one-hot assignment (harder to unpack)
// Use for displaying in the LED
{
imu_read_data(&x_acc, &y_acc, &z_acc, &x_ang, &y_ang, &z_ang);
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if(x_acc >= -16384 && x_acc <= -15964) // SS, leg 0
*leg_pos = (1 << 0);
else if(x_acc >= 15964 && x_acc <= 16384) // SS, leg 3
*leg_pos = (1 << 3);
else if(y_acc > 0) // RIGHT - CLOCKWISE BY DATA
{
if(x_acc >= -15668 && x_acc <= -11982) // DS, leg 0 and leg 1
*leg_pos = (1 << 0) | (1 << 1);
else if(x_acc >= -11173 && x_acc <= -4790) // SS, leg 1
*leg_pos = (1 << 1);
else if(x_acc >= -3685 && x_acc <= 3685) // DS, leg 1 and leg 2
*leg_pos = (1 << 1) | (1 << 2);
else if(x_acc >= 4790 && x_acc <= 11173) // SS, leg 2
*leg_pos = (1 << 2);
else if(x_acc >= 11982 && x_acc <= 15668) // DS, leg 2 and leg 3
*leg_pos = (1 << 2) | (1 << 3);
}
else if(y_acc < 0) // LEFT - COUNTERCLOCKWISE BY DATA
{
if(x_acc >= 11982 && x_acc <= 15668)
// DS, leg 3 and leg 4
*leg_pos = (1 << 3) | (1 << 4);
else if(x_acc >= 4790 && x_acc <= 11173) // SS, leg 4
*leg_pos = (1 << 4);
else if(x_acc >= -3685 && x_acc <= 3685) // DS, leg 4 and leg 5
*leg_pos = (1 << 4) | (1 << 5);
else if(x_acc >= -11173 && x_acc <= -4790) // SS, leg 5
*leg_pos = (1 << 5);
else if(x_acc >= -15668 && x_acc <= -11982) // DS, leg 5 and leg 0
*leg_pos = (1 << 5) | (1 << 0);
}
else *leg_pos = 0;
}
void detectLeg(uint8_t *leg_pos)
// Detect which leg is down and what stance it's in
// Returns a packed byte with the following information:
// --------------------------------------------------// | 7 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 0 |
// --------------------------------------------------// | DS | SS | LEG POS 2 (DS) | LEG POS 1(SS/DS)|
// --------------------------------------------------83

{
imu_read_data(&x_acc, &y_acc, &z_acc, &x_ang, &y_ang, &z_ang);
if(x_acc >= -16384 && x_acc <= -15964) // SS, leg 0
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG0 << POS1);
else if(x_acc >= 15964 && x_acc <= 16384) // SS, leg 3
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG3 << POS1);
else if(y_acc > 0) // RIGHT - CLOCKWISE BY DATA
{
if(x_acc >= -15668 && x_acc <= -11982) // DS, leg 0 and leg 1
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG0 << POS1) | (LEG1 << POS2);
else if(x_acc >= -11173 && x_acc <= -4790) // SS, leg 1
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG1 << POS1);
else if(x_acc >= -3685 && x_acc <= 3685) // DS, leg 1 and leg 2
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG1 << POS1) | (LEG2 << POS2);
else if(x_acc >= 4790 && x_acc <= 11173) // SS, leg 2
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG2 << POS1);
else if(x_acc >= 11982 && x_acc <= 15668) // DS, leg 2 and leg 3
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG2 << POS1) | (LEG3 << POS2);
}
else if(y_acc < 0) // LEFT - COUNTERCLOCKWISE BY DATA
{
if(x_acc >= 11982 && x_acc <= 15668)
// DS, leg 3 and leg 4
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG3 << POS1) | (LEG4 << POS2);
else if(x_acc >= 4790 && x_acc <= 11173) // SS, leg 4
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG4 << POS1);
else if(x_acc >= -3685 && x_acc <= 3685) // DS, leg 4 and leg 5
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG4 << POS1) | (LEG5 << POS2);
else if(x_acc >= -11173 && x_acc <= -4790) // SS, leg 5
*leg_pos = SS | (LEG5 << POS1);
else if(x_acc >= -15668 && x_acc <= -11982) // DS, leg 5 and leg 0
*leg_pos = DS | (LEG5 << POS1) | (LEG0 << POS2);
}
else *leg_pos = 0;
}
#endif
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UART_33F.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: uart_33f.h
// DESC: UART Library for dsPIC33
// DEPS: PIC24/dsPIC Peripheral Libraries v2.00
// NOTE: Serial on the board is connected to UART 2
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef UART_33F_H
#define UART_33F_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 40 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef FCY
#define FCY 40000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include <uart.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

/* atof */

#include <string.h> //needed for strcmp
//******************************************************
// Baud Rate Definition
//******************************************************
#define UART1_BAUD 115200UL
#define UART1_BRG FCY/UART1_BAUD/16-1
#define UART2_BAUD 115200UL
#define UART2_BRG FCY/UART2_BAUD/16-1
//******************************************************
// Other Macros
//******************************************************
#define UART_PRINTF() __C30_UART = 2 // Divert printf output to UART2
//******************************************************
// Array Location Definition
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//******************************************************
#define FX1 0
#define FY1 1
#define FZ1 2
#define MX1 3
#define MY1 4
#define MZ1 5
#define FX2 6
#define FY2 7
#define FZ2 8
#define MX2 9
#define MY2 10
#define MZ2 11
#define noOfForces (MZ2 + 1)
#define NOTREADY 0
#define MAINMCU 1
#define FORCEMCU 2
//******************************************************
// Global Variables
//******************************************************
char U1_Buf[100], U2_Buf[100];
char *rxData1 = U1_Buf, *rxData2 = U2_Buf;
unsigned int U1RX_temp, U2RX_temp;
uint8_t readyToRead = NOTREADY;
double RECEIVEDFORCES[noOfForces];
char TOKEN[] = ",";
char sendToMC[150];
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U1TXInterrupt(void);
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U2TXInterrupt(void);
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U1RXInterrupt(void);
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U2RXInterrupt(void);
void init_UART1();
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void init_UART2();
void wifi_handshake (void);
void mc_handshake_host (void);
void mc_handshake_client (void);
void getForce(void);
void sendForce(double []);
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U1TXInterrupt(void)
// UART Module 1 Transmit Interrupt Service Routine
{
IFS0bits.U1TXIF = 0; // clear TX interrupt flag
}
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U2TXInterrupt(void)
// UART Module 2 Transmit Interrupt Service Routine
{
IFS1bits.U2TXIF = 0; // clear TX interrupt flag
}
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U1RXInterrupt(void)
// UART Module 1 Receive Interrupt Service Routine
{
IFS0bits.U1RXIF = 0; // clear RX interrupt flag
_LATA5 = 1;
// Read into the receive buffer until at least one or more character can be read
while(DataRdyUART1()) {
U1RX_temp = ReadUART1();
(*(rxData1)++) = U1RX_temp;
if(U1RX_temp == '\0') // end of string reached => reset RX buff pointer
rxData1 = U1_Buf;
// this part is a temporary solution to the buffer overflow issue.
else if (U1RX_temp == '\n') //try using \n as new delimiter, arduino doesn't send null either
{
(*(rxData1)++) = '\0';
rxData1 = U1_Buf;

}
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}
}
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _U2RXInterrupt(void)
// UART Module 2 Receive Interrupt Service Routine
{
IFS1bits.U2RXIF = 0; // clear RX interrupt flag
// Read into the receive buffer until at least one or more character can be read
while(DataRdyUART2()) {
U2RX_temp = ReadUART2();
(*(rxData2)++) = U2RX_temp;
if(U2RX_temp == '\0') // end of string reached => reset RX buff pointer
rxData2 = U2_Buf;
}
}
void init_UART1()
// Initialize UART Module 1
{
unsigned int U1MODEvalue, U1STAvalue, U1Baud, mask;
// Close UART1
CloseUART1();
// Configure UART1 receive and transmit interrupt
ConfigIntUART1(UART_RX_INT_EN & UART_RX_INT_PR6 & UART_TX_INT_DIS & UART_TX_IN
T_PR2);
// Configure UART1 module to transmit 8 bit data, no parity, 1 stop bit (8N1)
U1Baud = UART1_BRG;
mask = 0xBBEF;
U1MODEvalue = UART_EN & UART_IDLE_CON & UART_IrDA_DISABLE & UART_MODE_FLOW
&
UART_UEN_00 & UART_DIS_WAKE & UART_DIS_LOOPBACK & UART_DIS_ABAUD &
UART_BRGH_SIXTEEN & UART_NO_PAR_8BIT & UART_1STOPBIT & mask;
mask = 0xFCE0;
U1STAvalue = UART_INT_TX & UART_IrDA_POL_INV_ZERO & UART_SYNC_BREAK_DISABLED
&
UART_TX_ENABLE & UART_INT_RX_CHAR &
UART_ADR_DETECT_DIS & UART_RX_OVERRUN_CLEAR & mask;
OpenUART1(U1MODEvalue, U1STAvalue, U1Baud);
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}
void init_UART2()
// Initialize UART Module 2
{
unsigned int U2MODEvalue, U2STAvalue, U2Baud, mask;
// Close UART2
CloseUART2();
// Configure UART2 receive and transmit interrupt
ConfigIntUART2(UART_RX_INT_EN & UART_RX_INT_PR6 & UART_TX_INT_DIS & UART_TX_IN
T_PR2);
// Configure UART2 module to transmit 8 bit data, no parity, 1 stop bit (8N1)
U2Baud = UART2_BRG;
mask = 0xBBEF;
U2MODEvalue = UART_EN & UART_IDLE_CON & UART_IrDA_DISABLE & UART_MODE_FLOW
&
UART_UEN_00 & UART_DIS_WAKE & UART_DIS_LOOPBACK & UART_DIS_ABAUD &
UART_BRGH_SIXTEEN & UART_NO_PAR_8BIT & UART_1STOPBIT & mask;
mask = 0xFCE0;
U2STAvalue = UART_INT_TX & UART_IrDA_POL_INV_ZERO & UART_SYNC_BREAK_DISABLED
&
UART_TX_ENABLE & UART_INT_RX_CHAR &
UART_ADR_DETECT_DIS & UART_RX_OVERRUN_CLEAR & mask;
OpenUART2(U2MODEvalue, U2STAvalue, U2Baud);
}
void wifi_handshake (void){
rxData1 = U1_Buf; //reset buffer in case of random noise
int temp = -1;
while (temp != 0)
//wait for WiFi
temp = strcmp(U1_Buf,"Ready\n");
putsUART1((unsigned int*) "yes\n"); //send answer
//__delay_ms(1000);
while(!strcmp(U1_Buf,"go\n"));
__delay_ms(4000);
//delay arbitrary but must be large enough for wifi module to
finish its setup
}
void mc_handshake_host (void){
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putsUART1((unsigned int*) "MC READY!\n");
while(!strcmp(U1_Buf,"MC ACK!\n"));
}
void mc_handshake_client (void){
while(!strcmp(U1_Buf,"MC READY!\n"));
putsUART1((unsigned int*) "MC ACK!\n");
}
void initForce(void){
//initialize all forces to zero
RECEIVEDFORCES[FX1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[FY1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[FZ1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MX1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MY1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MZ1]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[FX2]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[FY2]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[FZ2]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MX2]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MY2]= 0.0;
RECEIVEDFORCES[MZ2]= 0.0;
}
void getForce(void){
//Get forces from WiFi module
int i;
char *temp;
temp = strtok(U1_Buf,TOKEN);
RECEIVEDFORCES[FX1]= atof(temp);
for(i=FY1;i<noOfForces;i++){

//convert first value

temp = strtok(NULL,TOKEN);
RECEIVEDFORCES[i] = atof(temp);
}
printf("%f\n",RECEIVEDFORCES[FX1]);
//print for testing to see if values work
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/*printf("FX1 %f\tFY1: %f\tFZ1: %f\tMX1 %f\tMY1: %f\tMZ1: %f\tFX2: %f\tFY2: %f\tFZ2: %f\t
MX2 %f\tMY2: %f\tMZ2: %f\t\n\n",
RECEIVEDFORCES[FX1], RECEIVEDFORCES[FY1], RECEIVEDFORCES[FZ1],
RECEIVEDFORCES[MX1], RECEIVEDFORCES[MY1], RECEIVEDFORCES[MZ1],
RECEIVEDFORCES[FX2], RECEIVEDFORCES[FY2], RECEIVEDFORCES[FZ2],
RECEIVEDFORCES[MX2], RECEIVEDFORCES[MY2], RECEIVEDFORCES[MZ2]);
*/
}
void sendForce(double dmaOut[]){
//sends forces to onboard MC
int i;
int length=0;
for (i=0;i<noOfForces-1 ;i++) //do all but last channel
{
length += sprintf(sendToMC+length,"%.3f,", dmaOut[i]);
}
sprintf(sendToMC+length,"%.3f,\n", dmaOut[MZ2]);
putsUART1((unsigned int*) sendToMC);

//putsUART2((unsigned int*) sendToMC);
}

#endif

MOTOR_CONTROLLER.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: motor_controller.h
// DESC: Motor Controller
// DEPS: i2c_33f.h
// NOTE: none
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef MOTOR_CONTROLLER_I2C_H
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#define MOTOR_CONTROLLER_I2C_H
//******************************************************
// If there is no clock definition, set it to 40 MHz
//******************************************************
#ifndef FCY
#define FCY 40000000UL
#endif
//******************************************************
// Debugging Options
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_DEBUG_PRINT 1
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include "i2c_33f.h"
#if MOTOR_DEBUG_PRINT
#include "uart_33f.h"
#endif
//******************************************************
// Ankle Device Address
//******************************************************
#define LEFT_ANKLE_1
0x21
#define LEFT_ANKLE_2
0x22
#define LEFT_ANKLE_3
0x23
#define RIGHT_ANKLE_1
#define RIGHT_ANKLE_2
#define RIGHT_ANKLE_3

0x31
0x32
0x33

//******************************************************
// Ankle Device Information
//******************************************************
#define WHO_AM_I
0x0F // to check if the driver is alive
#define WHO_AM_I_RET 0x57
//******************************************************
// Motor Configuration Register Addresses
//******************************************************
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#define MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG
0x10 //+1
#define MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_L 0x11
#define MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_H 0x12
#define MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG
0x13
#define MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG 0x14
//******************************************************
// Motor Modes
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_CONTINUOUS_MODE 5
#define MOTOR_SERVO_MODE
1
#define MOTOR_ZERO_MODE
2
#define MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE
3
#define MOTOR_COAST_MODE
4
//******************************************************
// Encoder Output Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_1 0x15
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_2 0x16
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_3 0x17
#define ENCODER_A_OUT_4 0x18
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_1 0x19
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_2 0x20
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_3 0x21
#define ENCODER_B_OUT_4 0x22
//******************************************************
// Other Register Addresses
//******************************************************
#define MOTOR_ON_DONE
0x23
//******************************************************
// Motor Direction Options
//******************************************************
#define COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O 1
// CCW in front of the motor (out of the page)
#define CLOCKWISE_O
2
// CW in front of the motor (out of the page)
#define COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X 2
// CCW behind the motor (into the page)
#define CLOCKWISE_X
1
// CW behind the motor (into the page)
//******************************************************
// Function Prototypes
//******************************************************
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void check_motor_alive(uint8_t motor_addr);
void init_ankle_motor_cont(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t dir, uint8_t speed);
void init_ankle_motor_servo(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t dir, uint8_t speed, uint16_t angle);
void enable_motor(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t mode);
void read_encoder_value(uint8_t motor_addr, uint32_t encoder_out[]);
void wait_motor_on_done(uint8_t motor_addr);
void zero_motor(uint8_t motor_addr);
//******************************************************
// Function Definitions
//******************************************************
void check_motor_alive(uint8_t motor_addr)
// Check WHO_AM_I if motor is alive & connects to I2C
{
while(I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, WHO_AM_I) != WHO_AM_I_RET){
#if MOTOR_DEBUG_PRINT
printf("Motor %x WHO_AM_I failed\r\n", motor_addr);
#endif
}
}
void init_ankle_motor_cont(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t dir, uint8_t speed)
// initialize ankle motor in continuous mode given the direction and speed
{
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG, speed);
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG, dir);
}
void init_ankle_motor_servo(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t dir, uint8_t speed, uint16_t angle)
// initialize ankle motor in servo mode given the direction, speed, and angle
{
uint8_t high = angle >> 8;
uint8_t low = angle & 0xff;
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_SPEED_CONFIG, speed);
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_DIR_CONFIG, dir);
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_L, low);
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_DEGREE_CONFIG_H, high);
}
void enable_motor(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t mode)
// enable the motor for certain modes: continuous, servo, zero
{
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if((mode == MOTOR_CONTINUOUS_MODE) || (mode == MOTOR_SERVO_MODE || mode ==
MOTOR_ZERO_MODE))
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG, mode);
}
void disable_motor(uint8_t motor_addr, uint8_t mode)
// disable the motor for certain modes: brake, coast
{
if((mode == MOTOR_BRAKE_MODE) || (mode == MOTOR_COAST_MODE))
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_MODE_CONFIG, mode);
}
void read_encoder_value(uint8_t motor_addr, uint32_t encoder_out[])
// read the encoder from the motor driver
{
uint32_t encoder_temp[4];
encoder_temp[0] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_A_OUT_1);
encoder_temp[1] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_A_OUT_2);
encoder_temp[2] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_A_OUT_3);
encoder_temp[3] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_A_OUT_4);
encoder_out[0] = (encoder_temp[3] << 24) | (encoder_temp[2] << 16) | (encoder_temp[1] <
< 8) | (encoder_temp[0]);
encoder_temp[0] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_B_OUT_1);
encoder_temp[1] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_B_OUT_2);
encoder_temp[2] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_B_OUT_3);
encoder_temp[3] = I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, ENCODER_B_OUT_4);
encoder_out[1] = (encoder_temp[3] << 24) | (encoder_temp[2] << 16) | (encoder_temp[1] <
< 8) | (encoder_temp[0]);
}
void wait_motor_on_done(uint8_t motor_addr)
//
{
while(I2C1_ReadReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0) __delay_us(50);
I2C1_WriteReg(motor_addr, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
}
void zero_motor(uint8_t motor_addr){
enable_motor(motor_addr, MOTOR_ZERO_MODE);
wait_motor_on_done(motor_addr);
}
#endif
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CONFIG.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: config.h
// DESC: dsPIC33 Configuration File
// DEPS: none
// NOTE: USE_FRC must be defined before including
//
1 : Use Fast RC Oscillator
//
0 : Use Primary Oscillator
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef CONFIG_H
#define CONFIG_H
#ifdef USE_FRC
#if USE_FRC // use Fast RC Oscillator
// FBS
#pragma config BWRP = WRPROTECT_OFF // Boot Segment Write Protect (Boot Segment ma
y be written)
#pragma config BSS = NO_FLASH
// Boot Segment Program Flash Code Protection (No Boo
t program Flash segment)
#pragma config RBS = NO_RAM
// Boot Segment RAM Protection (No Boot RAM)
// FSS
#pragma config SWRP = WRPROTECT_OFF // Secure Segment Program Write Protect (Secure
Segment may be written)
#pragma config SSS = NO_FLASH
// Secure Segment Program Flash Code Protection (No Se
cure Segment)
#pragma config RSS = NO_RAM
// Secure Segment Data RAM Protection (No Secure RAM
)
// FGS
#pragma config GWRP = OFF
mory is not write-protected)
#pragma config GSS = OFF
is not code-protected)

// General Code Segment Write Protect (User program me
// General Segment Code Protection (User program memory

// FOSCSEL
#pragma config FNOSC = FRC
// Oscillator Mode (Internal Fast RC (FRC))
#pragma config IESO = ON
// Two-speed Oscillator StartUp Enable (Start up with FRC, then switch)
// FOSC
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#pragma config POSCMD = NONE
// Primary Oscillator Source (Primary Oscillator Disable
d)
#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF
// OSC2 Pin Function (OSC2 pin has clock out function)
#pragma config FCKSM = CSECMD
// Clock Switching and Monitor (Clock switching is enab
led, Fail-Safe Clock Monitor is disabled)
// FWDT
#pragma config WDTPOST = PS32768
// Watchdog Timer Postscaler (1:32,768)
#pragma config WDTPRE = PR128
// WDT Prescaler (1:128)
#pragma config PLLKEN = ON
// PLL Lock Enable bit (Clock switch to PLL source will wait
until the PLL lock signal is valid.)
#pragma config WINDIS = OFF
// Watchdog Timer Window (Watchdog Timer in NonWindow mode)
#pragma config FWDTEN = OFF
// Watchdog Timer Enable (Watchdog timer always enabl
ed)
// FPOR
#pragma config FPWRT = PWR128
// POR Timer Value (128ms)
#pragma config LPOL = ON
// Low-side PWM Output Polarity (Active High)
#pragma config HPOL = ON
// Motor Control PWM High Side Polarity bit (PWM module
high side output pins have active-high output polarity)
#pragma config PWMPIN = ON
// Motor Control PWM Module Pin Mode bit (PWM mod
ule pins controlled by PORT register at device Reset)
// FICD
#pragma config ICS = PGD1
d PGD1/EMUD1)
#pragma config JTAGEN = OFF

// Comm Channel Select (Communicate on PGC1/EMUC1 an
// JTAG Port Enable (JTAG is Disabled)

#include <xc.h>
void init_clock(void){
// Configure PLL prescaler, PLL postscaler, and PLL divisor
PLLFBD = 41;
// M = 43 => PLLFBD = M - 2
CLKDIVbits.PLLPRE = 0; // N1 = 2
CLKDIVbits.PLLPOST = 0; // N2 = 2
OSCTUN = 0;
RCONbits.SWDTEN = 0;
// Initiate clock switch to internal FRC with PLL (NOSC = 0b001)
__builtin_write_OSCCONH(0x01);
__builtin_write_OSCCONL(0x01);
// Wait for clock switch to occur
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while (OSCCONbits.COSC != 0b001);
// Wait for PLL to lock
while(OSCCONbits.LOCK != 1);
}
//#elif OSC_USE == USE_PRI
#else // use primary oscillator
// FBS
#pragma config BWRP = WRPROTECT_OFF // Boot Segment Write Protect (Boot Segment ma
y be written)
#pragma config BSS = NO_FLASH
// Boot Segment Program Flash Code Protection (No Boo
t program Flash segment)
#pragma config RBS = NO_RAM
// Boot Segment RAM Protection (No Boot RAM)
// FSS
#pragma config SWRP = WRPROTECT_OFF // Secure Segment Program Write Protect (Secure
Segment may be written)
#pragma config SSS = NO_FLASH
// Secure Segment Program Flash Code Protection (No Se
cure Segment)
#pragma config RSS = NO_RAM
// Secure Segment Data RAM Protection (No Secure RAM
)
// FGS
#pragma config GWRP = OFF
mory is not write-protected)
#pragma config GSS = OFF
is not code-protected)

// General Code Segment Write Protect (User program me
// General Segment Code Protection (User program memory

// FOSCSEL
#pragma config FNOSC = PRIPLL
// Oscillator Mode (Primary Oscillator (XT, HS, EC) w/ PLL)
#pragma config IESO = ON
// Two-speed Oscillator StartUp Enable (Start up with FRC, then switch)
// FOSC
#pragma config POSCMD = XT
// Primary Oscillator Source (XT Oscillator Mode)
#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF
// OSC2 Pin Function (OSC2 pin has clock out function)
#pragma config FCKSM = CSDCMD
// Clock Switching and Monitor (Both Clock Switching a
nd Fail-Safe Clock Monitor are disabled)
// FWDT
#pragma config WDTPOST = PS32768
// Watchdog Timer Postscaler (1:32,768)
#pragma config WDTPRE = PR128
// WDT Prescaler (1:128)
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#pragma config PLLKEN = ON
until the PLL lock signal is valid.)
#pragma config WINDIS = OFF
Window mode)
#pragma config FWDTEN = ON
ed)

// PLL Lock Enable bit (Clock switch to PLL source will wait
// Watchdog Timer Window (Watchdog Timer in Non// Watchdog Timer Enable (Watchdog timer always enabl

// FPOR
#pragma config FPWRT = PWR128
// POR Timer Value (128ms)
#pragma config LPOL = ON
// Low-side PWM Output Polarity (Active High)
#pragma config HPOL = ON
// Motor Control PWM High Side Polarity bit (PWM module
high side output pins have active-high output polarity)
#pragma config PWMPIN = ON
// Motor Control PWM Module Pin Mode bit (PWM mod
ule pins controlled by PORT register at device Reset)
// FICD
#pragma config ICS = PGD1
d PGD1/EMUD1)
#pragma config JTAGEN = OFF

// Comm Channel Select (Communicate on PGC1/EMUC1 an
// JTAG Port Enable (JTAG is Disabled)

#include <xc.h>
void init_clock(void){
// Configure PLL prescaler, PLL postscaler, and PLL divisor
PLLFBD = 38;
// M = 40 => PLLFBD = M - 2
CLKDIVbits.PLLPRE = 0; // N1 = 2
CLKDIVbits.PLLPOST = 0; // N2 = 2
OSCTUN = 0;
RCONbits.SWDTEN = 0;
// Initiate clock switch to internal FRC with PLL (NOSC = 0b001)
__builtin_write_OSCCONH(0x03);
__builtin_write_OSCCONL(0x01);
// Wait for clock switch to occur
while (OSCCONbits.COSC != 0b011);
// Wait for PLL to lock
while(OSCCONbits.LOCK != 1);
}
#endif
#endif
#endif
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MAIN.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.h
// DESC: Main Header File
// DEPS: config.h, uart_33f.h, i2c_33f.h
//
motor_controller.h, LSM6DS33.h
//
WiFi_33f.h
// NOTE:
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef MAIN_H
#define MAIN_H
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include <libpic30.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "uart_33f.h"
#include "i2c_33f.h"
#include "motor_controller.h"
#include "LSM6DS33.h"
#include <math.h>
//******************************************************
// Pushbutton Macros
//******************************************************
#define S3_DIR _TRISD6 // P_83
#define S3_PIN _RD6
#define S6_DIR _TRISD7 // P_84
#define S6_PIN _RD7
#define S5_DIR _TRISA7 // P_92
#define S5_PIN _RA7
#define S4_DIR _TRISD13 // P_80
#define S4_PIN _RD13
#endif
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MAIN.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.c
// DESC: Main Source Code
// DEPS: main.h
// NOTE: Top module for the dsPIC
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries and Macro Definitions
//******************************************************
#define FCY
40000000UL // 40 MHz clock
#define USE_FRC 1
// Use Fast RC Oscillator
#include "lib/main.h"
#define L2FORWARD COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O
#define L1FORWARD CLOCKWISE_O
#define L2BACKWARD CLOCKWISE_O
#define L1BACKWARD COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O
//******************************************************
// Main Function
//******************************************************
int main(void)
{
// Variables
//uint32_t encoder_L1_out[2], encoder_L2_out[2];
//uint8_t leg_pos = 0;
// Initialize peripherals
init_clock();
init_UART2();
init_I2C1();
init_UART1();
initForce();
init_LSM6DS33(); // IMU, note: comment if not needed
TRISA = 0; LATA = 0;
S3_DIR = 1; S6_DIR = 1; S4_DIR = 1;
UART_PRINTF();
// Check for IMU and Ankle Drivers
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check_imu_alive();
_LATA0 = 1;
check_motor_alive(LEFT_ANKLE_1); _LATA1 = 1;
check_motor_alive(LEFT_ANKLE_2); _LATA2 = 1;
//wifi testing
wifi_handshake();
_LATA3 = 1;
mc_handshake_host();
_LATA6 = 1;
char str[100];
//all components connected now:
readyToRead = MAINMCU; //set RX1 interrupt to begin converting forces

sprintf(str,"X,Y,DEG\n");
//putsUART1((unsigned int*)str);
//wait and just print outputs
while(1);
///*
while(1){
//while(1){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\tDEG: %06f\n\n", x_acc, y_acc ,atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180)
;
//}
sprintf(str,"%06d,%06d,%06f\n", x_acc, y_acc ,atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180);
//putsUART1((unsigned int*)str);
//putsUART2((unsigned int*) U1_Buf);
if(!S3_PIN){

uint8_t speed = 60; // 70% of 12 V = 8.4 V
float deg = 0.0;
collect_imu_data();
deg = atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180 ;
_LATA5 = 1;
/*
while (y_acc <= )//(deg >= 15.0)//(deg <= 245)
{
collect_imu_data();
deg = atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180 ;
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}
init_ankle_motor_cont(LEFT_ANKLE_2, L2FORWARD, 30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_CONTINUOUS_MODE);
//init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, 80, 10);
//enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
*/
collect_imu_data();
deg = atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180 ;
//while (deg >= 10 )//(deg <= 252)
while (y_acc <= -5000 )//(deg <= 252)
{
collect_imu_data();
deg = atan2(y_acc,x_acc)*radtodeg + 180 ;
}
disable_motor( LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_COAST_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, L1FORWARD, 50, 10);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, L2FORWARD, 100, 160);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
_LATA5 = 0;
}
else if(!S6_PIN){
zero_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
/* //tests used when the robot was rebuilt
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, 100, 60);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_O, 50, 20);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
//disable_motor( LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_COAST_MODE);
*/
}
else if(!S4_PIN){
zero_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2);
}
}
//*/
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// WHILE LOOP
while(1){
//debugLeg(&LATA);
/*
detectLeg(&leg_pos);
if(leg_pos & SS)
printf("SS: leg %d\n\n", leg_pos1(leg_pos));
else if(leg_pos & DS)
printf("DS: leg %d, leg %d\n\n", leg_pos1(leg_pos), leg_pos2(leg_pos));
*/
if(!S3_PIN){
/*
__delay_ms(800);
__delay_ms(100);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, 70,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(2000);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, 70,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
*/
uint8_t speed = 60; // 70% of 12 V = 8.4 V
//uint8_t deg1 = 80, deg2 = 160;
_LATA5 = 1;
// 30 ccw
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed, 80);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_O, speed, 80);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
printf("Step 1\n");
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_2);
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while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
// collect_imu_data();
// printf("After Step 1\nX: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
// while(x_acc < 4000) // 4000 is empirical
// {
// collect_imu_data();
// printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
// }
// 60 cw
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, speed, 160);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed, 160);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
printf("Step 2\n");
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_2);
while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
// collect_imu_data();
// printf("After Step 2\nX: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
// while(x_acc < 3000) // 4000 is empirical
// {
// collect_imu_data();
// printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
// }
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// 30 ccw

init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, 35, 180);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, 100, 160);
printf("before step 3\n");
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
printf("Step 3\n");
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
//wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_2);
while(I2C1_ReadReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE) == 0){
collect_imu_data();
printf("X: %06d\tY: %06d\n\n", x_acc, y_acc);
}
I2C1_WriteReg(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_ON_DONE, 0);
__delay_ms(1500);
// restore
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, speed, 80);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed, 80);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
wait_motor_on_done(LEFT_ANKLE_2);
_LATA5 = 0;
//__delay_ms(1000);
}
else if(!S6_PIN){
zero_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1);
_LATA6 ^= 1;
/*
uint8_t speed = 70; // 70% of 12 V = 8.4 V
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed,30);
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enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_O, speed,30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(1000);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, speed,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(1000);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_O, speed,60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(1000);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_O, speed,30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_O, speed,30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(1000);
_LATA6 ^= 1;
*/
}
else if(!S4_PIN){
zero_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2);

/*
uint8_t speed_temp = 70;
//int delayTime = 500;
// ORIGINAL
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 20);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
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init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 20);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
//__delay_ms(delayTime);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 40);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 40);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
//__delay_ms(delayTime);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, CLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 90);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 50);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
//__delay_ms(delayTime *2);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 60);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp, 30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
//__delay_ms(delayTime);

init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_1, COUNTERCLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp3,30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_1, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
init_ankle_motor_servo(LEFT_ANKLE_2, CLOCKWISE_X, speed_temp3,30);
enable_motor(LEFT_ANKLE_2, MOTOR_SERVO_MODE);
__delay_ms(1000);
*/
_LATA5 ^= 1;
}
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/*
read_encoder_value(LEFT_ANKLE_1, encoder_L1_out);
//read_encoder_value(LEFT_ANKLE_2, encoder_L2_out);
buffptr = buff;
sprintf(buffptr, "Left Ankle 1 Encoder A: %lu\n", encoder_L1_out[0]);
putsUART2((unsigned int*)buff);
buffptr = buff;
sprintf(buffptr, "Left Ankle 1 Encoder B: %lu\n", encoder_L1_out[1]);
putsUART2((unsigned int*)buff);
buffptr = buff;
sprintf(buffptr, "Left Ankle 2 Encoder A: %lu\n", encoder_L2_out[0]);
putsUART2((unsigned int*)buff);
buffptr = buff;
sprintf(buffptr, "Left Ankle 2 Encoder B: %lu\n", encoder_L2_out[1]);
putsUART2((unsigned int*)buff);
*/
}
}

FORCE TRACKWAY DSPIC33F
ADC_33F.h
#ifndef ADC_33F_H
#define ADC_33F_H
#include <xc.h>
#include <adc.h>
//Force Plate Constants (change if Gain or Exitation changes)
#define mFX_100 1.041667
#define mFY_100 1.041667
#define mFZ_100 4.166667
#define mMX_100 3.333333
#define mMY_100 3.333333
#define mMZ_100 4.166667
#define mFX_250 2.604167
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#define mFY_250 2.604167
#define mFZ_250 10.41167
#define mMX_250 8.333333
#define mMY_250 8.333333
#define mMZ_250 10.41167
//10 bit is more accurate and results in less voltage drop
#define BITMODE12 0
#if(BITMODE12)
#define MAX_ADC 4096.0
#else
#define MAX_ADC 1024.0
#endif
#define convFactor 3.3 / MAX_ADC //* 26.406
#define ADCconvert(x) convFactor*x -46.346 //circuit converter

//.025685*x - 13.15
unsigned int ADC1Value = 0;
void init_ADC1_ch0(void);
void init_ADC1_ch01(void);
void init_ADC1_ch0123(void);
void read_from_ADC1(void);
void init_ADC1_ch0(void){
unsigned int mask;
unsigned int config1, config2, config3, config4;
unsigned int configport_h, configport_l, configscan_h, configscan_l;
unsigned int channel0, channel123;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 4) | (1 << 0));
config1 = ADC_MODULE_ON & ADC_IDLE_CONTINUE & ADC_ADDMABM_ORDER &
ADC_AD12B_10BIT & ADC_FORMAT_INTG & ADC_CLK_AUTO &
ADC_MULTIPLE & ADC_AUTO_SAMPLING_ON & ADC_SAMP_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 12) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 7) | (1 << 6));
config2 = ADC_VREF_AVDD_AVSS & ADC_SCAN_OFF & ADC_SELECT_CHAN_0 &
ADC_DMA_ADD_INC_1 & ADC_ALT_BUF_OFF & ADC_ALT_INPUT_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 13));
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config3 = ADC_CONV_CLK_SYSTEM & ADC_SAMPLE_TIME_0 & ADC_CONV_CLK_3Tcy & mask
;
config4 = ADC_DMA_BUF_LOC_1;
configport_h = AD1PCFGH = ENABLE_ALL_DIG_16_31;
configport_l = ENABLE_AN5_ANA;
configscan_h = AD1CSSH = SCAN_NONE_16_31;
configscan_l = SCAN_NONE_0_15;
// set ADC input channels
mask = 0x9F9F;
channel0 = ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEA_AN5 &
ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEB_AN5 & mask;
mask = 0x0303;
channel123 = ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEA_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN &
ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEB_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & mask;
SetChanADC1(channel123, channel0);
ConfigIntADC1(ADC_INT_DISABLE & ADC_INT_PRI_0);
OpenADC1(config1, config2, config3, config4, configport_l, configport_h, configscan_h, config
scan_l);
}
void init_ADC1_ch01(void){
unsigned int mask;
unsigned int config1, config2, config3, config4;
unsigned int configport_h, configport_l, configscan_h, configscan_l;
unsigned int channel0, channel123;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 4) | (1 << 0));
config1 = ADC_MODULE_ON & ADC_IDLE_CONTINUE & ADC_ADDMABM_ORDER &
ADC_AD12B_10BIT & ADC_FORMAT_INTG & ADC_CLK_AUTO &
ADC_MULTIPLE & ADC_AUTO_SAMPLING_ON & ADC_SAMP_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 12) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 7) | (1 << 6));
config2 = ADC_VREF_AVDD_AVSS & ADC_SCAN_OFF & ADC_SELECT_CHAN_01 &
ADC_DMA_ADD_INC_1 & ADC_ALT_BUF_OFF & ADC_ALT_INPUT_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 13));
config3 = ADC_CONV_CLK_SYSTEM & ADC_SAMPLE_TIME_0 & ADC_CONV_CLK_3Tcy & mask
;
config4 = ADC_DMA_BUF_LOC_1;
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configport_h = AD1PCFGH = ENABLE_ALL_DIG_16_31;
configport_l = ENABLE_AN5_ANA;
configscan_h = AD1CSSH = SCAN_NONE_16_31;
configscan_l = SCAN_NONE_0_15;
// set ADC input channels
mask = 0x9F9F;
channel0 = ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEA_AN5 &
ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEB_AN5 & mask;
mask = 0x0303;
channel123 = ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEA_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN &
ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEB_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & mask;
SetChanADC1(channel123, channel0);
ConfigIntADC1(ADC_INT_DISABLE & ADC_INT_PRI_0);
OpenADC1(config1, config2, config3, config4, configport_l, configport_h, configscan_h, config
scan_l);
}
void init_ADC1_ch0123_1(void){
//all channels on but values are only accurate for first 5 and 0 is unreachable
//possibly an alignment issue 3.3v = 2432 which is > than 2096
AD1CON1bits.AD12B = 1; //12bit mode only one channel
//AD1CON1bits.ADDMABM = 1; //DMA buffers are written n order of conversion
AD1CON1bits.FORM = 0; // integer output
AD1CON1bits.SSRC = 7; // 111 internal Counter (auto Convert)
AD1CON1bits.SIMSAM = 0; //Sequential sampling
AD1CON1bits.ASAM = 1; //sampling begins after last conversion

AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0x0; //voltage reference is AVSSAD1CON2bits.CSCNA = 1; //scan ch0 inputs
AD1CON2bits.CHPS = 0; //convert only CH0
AD1CON2bits.SMPI = 15; //select 16 conversions between interrupt .
AD1CON2bits.ALTS = 0; //alternate input selection pingpong? turned off pingponging
AD1CON3bits.ADRC = 0; //use system clock
AD1CON3bits.ADCS = 2; //ADC conversion Clock Select Bits
AD1CON3bits.SAMC = 0; //ADC conversion Clock Select Bits
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AD1CON4bits.DMABL = 0; //allocate 1 words per analog input

AD1CHS0bits.CH0NA = 0; //VREFL
AD1CHS0bits.CH0NB = 0; //VREFL
AD1CHS0bits.CH0SA = 0; //start on AN0
AD1CSSLbits.CSS0 = 1; //an0 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS1 = 1; //an1 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS2 = 1; //an2 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS3 = 1; //an3 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS4 = 1; //an4 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS5 = 1; //an5 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS6 = 1; //an6 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS7 = 1; //an7 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS8 = 1; //an8 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS9 = 1; //an9 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS10 = 1; //an10 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS11 = 1; //an11 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS12 = 1; //an12 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS13 = 1; //an13 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS14 = 1; //an14 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS15 = 1; //an15 for scan

//AD1CSSHbits.CSS16 = 1; //an16 for scan
AD1PCFGH = 0; // set pins to analog
AD1PCFGL = 0; //set pins to analog

/*ADC interrupts*/
INTCON1bits.NSTDIS = 0; //Interrupt nesting enabled here
IPC0 = 0b0100010001000100;//Priority is set to 4
IFS0bits.AD1IF = 0;//Clearing the interrupt flag
IEC0bits.AD1IE = 1; //*Enabling interrupt source, AD interrupt
AD1CON1bits.ADON = 1;
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}
void init_ADC1_ch0123(void){
unsigned int mask;
unsigned int config1, config2, config3, config4;
unsigned int configport_h, configport_l, configscan_h, configscan_l;
unsigned int channel0, channel123;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 4) | (1 << 0));
config1 = ADC_MODULE_ON & ADC_IDLE_CONTINUE & ADC_ADDMABM_ORDER &
ADC_AD12B_10BIT & ADC_FORMAT_INTG & ADC_CLK_AUTO &
ADC_MULTIPLE & ADC_AUTO_SAMPLING_ON & ADC_SAMP_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 12) | (1 << 11) | (1 << 7) | (1 << 6));
/* config2 = ADC_VREF_AVDD_AVSS & ADC_SCAN_OFF & ADC_SELECT_CHAN_0123 &
ADC_DMA_ADD_INC_1 & ADC_ALT_BUF_OFF & ADC_ALT_INPUT_OFF & mask;
*/
config2 = ADC_VREF_AVDD_AVSS & ADC_SCAN_OFF & ADC_SELECT_CHAN_0123 &
ADC_DMA_ADD_INC_1 & ADC_ALT_BUF_OFF & ADC_ALT_INPUT_OFF & mask;
mask = ~((1 << 14) | (1 << 13));
config3 = ADC_CONV_CLK_SYSTEM & ADC_SAMPLE_TIME_0 & ADC_CONV_CLK_3Tcy & mask
;
config4 = ADC_DMA_BUF_LOC_1;
configport_h = AD1PCFGH = ENABLE_ALL_DIG_16_31;
configport_l = ENABLE_AN5_ANA;
configscan_h = AD1CSSH = SCAN_NONE_16_31;
configscan_l = SCAN_NONE_0_15;
// set ADC input channels
mask = 0x9F9F;
channel0 = ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEA_AN5 &
ADC_CH0_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & ADC_CH0_POS_SAMPLEB_AN5 & mask;
mask = 0x0303;
channel123 = ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEA_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEA_VREFN &
ADC_CH123_POS_SAMPLEB_0_1_2 & ADC_CH123_NEG_SAMPLEB_VREFN & mask;
SetChanADC1(channel123, channel0);
ConfigIntADC1(ADC_INT_DISABLE & ADC_INT_PRI_0);
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OpenADC1(config1, config2, config3, config4, configport_l, configport_h, configscan_h, config
scan_l);
AD1CON1bits.ADON = 0;
AD1CON1bits.AD12B = BITMODE12; //12bit mode only one channel
AD1CON2bits.CSCNA = 1; //scan ch0 inputs
AD1CON2bits.CHPS = 0; //convert only CH0
AD1CON2bits.SMPI = 15; //select 16 conversions between interrupt .

AD1PCFGH = 0; // set pins to analog
AD1PCFGL = 0; //set pins to analog

AD1CSSLbits.CSS0 = 1; //an0 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS1 = 1; //an1 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS2 = 1; //an2 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS3 = 1; //an3 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS4 = 1; //an4 for scan
//AD1CSSLbits.CSS5 = 1; //an5 for scan
//AD1CSSLbits.CSS6 = 1; //an6 for scan
//AD1CSSLbits.CSS7 = 1; //an7 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS8 = 1; //an8 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS9 = 1; //an9 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS10 = 1; //an10 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS11 = 1; //an11 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS12 = 1; //an12 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS13 = 1; //an13 for scan
AD1CSSLbits.CSS14 = 1; //an14 for scan
//AD1CSSLbits.CSS15 = 1; //an15 for scan
//AD1CSSHbits.CSS16 = 1; //an16 for scan
//AD1CSSHbits.CSS17 = 1; //an17 for scan
//AD1CSSHbits.CSS18 = 1; //an18 for scan
//vref+ External pin 29
//Vref- External pin 28
AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0x0; //Avdd and AVSS
//AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0x1; //external Vref+ and avss
//AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0x2; //AVDD and Vref +
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//AD1CON2bits.VCFG = 0x3; //VREF - and Vref +
/*
AD1CON1bits.SIMSAM = 0; //Sequential sampling
AD1CON1bits.ASAM = 1; //sampling begins after last conversion
AD1CON2bits.ALTS = 0; //alternate input selection pingpong? turned off pingponging

//added set pins to analog might be the issue
AD1PCFGH = 0; // set pins to analog
AD1PCFGL = 0; //set pins to analog
*/
AD1CON1bits.ADON = 1;

}
void read_from_ADC1(void){
ConvertADC1();
while(BusyADC1()) ;
ADC1Value = ReadADC1(0);
}
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _ADC1Interrupt (void){
putsUART2((unsigned int*)"test");
}
#endif

DMA_33F.h
#ifndef DMA_33F_H
#define DMA_33F_H
#include <xc.h>
#include <dma.h>
#include <time.h>
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#include "../../DCP_I2C_Motor.X/lib/uart_33f.h"
#define SAMP_BUFF_SIZE
#define NUM_CHS2SCAN

8
// Size of the input buffer per analog input
12 // Number of channels enabled for channel scan

#define AVESAMPLES 50
#define ADCCONVERT 3.3 /(MAX_ADC*AVESAMPLES)
int aveCount = 0;
//count of how many samples have been averaged
unsigned int sampleArr[NUM_CHS2SCAN];
double sampleFloatArr[NUM_CHS2SCAN];
char line[200];

//used for printing to the screen

void initDma0(void);
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _DMA0Interrupt(void);
// Number of locations for ADC buffer = 14 (AN0 to AN13) x 8 = 112 words
// Align the buffer to 128 words or 256 bytes. This is needed for peripheral indirect mode
int BufferA[NUM_CHS2SCAN] __attribute__((space(dma),aligned(256)));
int BufferB[NUM_CHS2SCAN] __attribute__((space(dma),aligned(256)));
unsigned int DmaBuffer = 0;
// DMA0 configuration
void initDma0(void){
unsigned int config, irq0, sta_address, stb_address, pad_address, count, mask;
mask = 0xF833;
config = DMA0_MODULE_ON & DMA0_SIZE_WORD & PERIPHERAL_TO_DMA0 &
DMA0_INTERRUPT_BLOCK & DMA0_NORMAL & DMA0_PERIPHERAL_INDIRECT &
DMA0_CONTINUOUS_PING_PONG & mask;
irq0 = 13;
// Select ADC1 as DMA Request source
sta_address = __builtin_dmaoffset(BufferA);
stb_address = __builtin_dmaoffset(BufferB);
pad_address = (int)&ADC1BUF0;
count = (NUM_CHS2SCAN)-1;
IFS0bits.DMA0IF = 0;
//Clear the DMA interrupt flag bit
EnableIntDMA0;
OpenDMA0(config, irq0, sta_address, stb_address, pad_address, count);
}
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.
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _DMA0Interrupt(void){
if(DmaBuffer == 0) {
int i = 0;
int length = 0;
//int lengthToMC = 0;
if(aveCount==0)
for (i=0;i<NUM_CHS2SCAN ;i++) //zero out array channels
sampleArr[i] = 0;
for (i=0;i<NUM_CHS2SCAN ;i++) //Sum all channels
sampleArr[i] += BufferA[i];
aveCount++; //count up samples
if (aveCount == AVESAMPLES ) //reached desired level of averaging
{
for (i=0;i<NUM_CHS2SCAN ;i++) //convert all channels to voltage
{
sampleFloatArr[i]= sampleArr[i] * ADCCONVERT;
}
//send forces to DCP
sendForce(sampleFloatArr);
//send forces to WiFi transmitter
__delay_ms(1);
//this is for sending forces to screen
/*
for (i=0;i<NUM_CHS2SCAN -1 ;i++) //do all but last channel
{
if(i%3==2)
length += sprintf(line+length,"%.3f
C)); //(ADCconvert(BufferA[i]) ));
else

", ((sampleArr[i])/AVESAMPLES *3.3 /MAX_AD

length += sprintf(line+length,"%.3f, ", ((sampleArr[i])/AVESAMPLES *3.3 /MAX_ADC))
;
//lengthToMC += sprintf(sendToMC +lengthToMC,"%.3f, ", ((sampleArr[i])/AVESAMPL
ES *3.3 /MAX_ADC)); //used to send to MC
}
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sprintf(line+length,"%.3f\n ", ((sampleArr[NUM_CHS2SCAN 1])/AVESAMPLES *3.3 /MAX_ADC));
//sprintf(sendToMC +lengthToMC,"%.3f\n", ((sampleArr[i])/AVESAMPLES *3.3 /MAX_AD
//used to send to MC
// putsUART1((unsigned int*) sendToMC);

C));

putsUART2((unsigned int*)line);
*/
aveCount =0;
}

}
else {
/*PingPong capture: skip second capture for now
}
DmaBuffer ^= 1;
IFS0bits.DMA0IF = 0;
//__delay_ms(200);

// Clear the DMA0 Interrupt Flag
//maybe needed to avoid buffer overflow to other MC

}

#endif

MAIN.h
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.h
// DESC: Main Header File
// DEPS: config.h, uart_33f.h, i2c_33f.h
//
motor_controller.h, LSM6DS33.h
//
WiFi_33f.h
// NOTE:
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#ifndef MAIN_H
#define MAIN_H
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//******************************************************
// Included Libraries
//******************************************************
#include <xc.h>
#include <libpic30.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "../../DCP_I2C_Motor.X/lib/uart_33f.h"
#include "../../DCP_I2C_Motor.X/lib/config.h"
#include "adc_33f.h"
#include "dma_33f.h"
//#include "../../DCP_I2C_Motor.X/lib/WiFi_33f.h"
//******************************************************
// Pushbutton Macros
//******************************************************
#define S3_DIR _TRISD6 // P_83
#define S3_PIN _RD6
#define S6_DIR _TRISD7 // P_84
#define S6_PIN _RD7
#define S5_DIR _TRISA7 // P_92
#define S5_PIN _RA7
#define S4_DIR _TRISD13 // P_80
#define S4_PIN _RD13
#endif

MAIN.c
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// FILE: main.c
// DESC: Main Source Code
// DEPS: main.h
// NOTE: Top module for the dsPIC
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//******************************************************
// Included Libraries and Macro Definitions
//******************************************************
#define FCY
40000000UL // 40 MHz clock
#define USE_FRC 1
// Use Fast RC Oscillator
#include "lib/main.h"
//******************************************************
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// Main Function
//******************************************************
int main(void)
{
init_clock();
init_UART1();
TRISA = 0; LATA = 0;
S3_DIR = 1; S6_DIR = 1; S4_DIR = 1;

init_UART2();
//UART_PRINTF();
wifi_handshake();
_LATA3 = 1;
putsUART2((unsigned int*) "Wifi done\n");
mc_handshake_client(); _LATA6 = 1;
putsUART2((unsigned int*) "MCU DONE\n");
init_ADC1_ch0123();
initDma0();
//all components connected now:
while(1){
}
}
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